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ABSTRACT 
In 2010, in what has been described as "one of the most complex and far-reaching claims 
ever to come before the New Zealand Waitangi Tribunal”, a report concerning the theft 
of cultural and intellectual property rights relating to tangata whenua Māori (indigenous 
peoples of the land) by the Crown was released. 
ʻKo Aotearoa Tēneiʼ: (This is Aotearoa or This is New Zealand) or Wai262 as itʼs known, 
arose from findings of claims lodged in 1991 by claimantʼs representative of six different 
iwi. Claimants sought to address the ʻownership and control of Māori culture and identity; 
the relationships that culture and identity derive from; and the role of the Crown in 
exercising ownership and control ". Examining the work and policy areas of more than 
twenty Government departments and State-Owned Enterprises as agents of the Crown, 
Wai262 provides an unsurpassed document to gain insight into how institutionalised  
State power establishes itself in order to retain a u t h o r i t y , identity and control. 
Moreover, how that power is then enacted as a structure, as a language, and is therefore 
identifiable within narratives and text as a system of strategic, racialised domination and 
oppression synonymous with Critical Whiteness Theory. 
 
This Masters Research study examines how theoretical frameworks of Whiteness studies 
underpinned by Content Analysis methodology, can enable critical interpretations of 
Wai262 to further question the systematisation of politicized ʻpartnershipʼ, ownership and  
control; the relationship between Settler Colonial power and State domination in the role  
of the loss of mātauranga Māori; and counter oppressive colonial narratives that are 
embedded throughout the report. 
 
Keywords: Settler Colonialism, Colonial Violence, Whiteness, 
Colonial Enunciation, Historic Intergenerational Trauma, 
Counter Narrative, Content Analysis 
 
2 Wai262 New Zealand. Waitangi Tribunal. (2011) Wai262: Ko Aotearoa Tēnei Te Taumata Tuatahi. A Report Into Claims Concerning New Zealand 
Law And Policy Affecting Māori Culture And Identity. Wellington, N.Z.: Legislation Direct. 
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Glossary of Te Reo Māori Terms4 
 
 
aroha ki te tangata respect for people; to allow people to define their own 
space and meet on their own terms 
hapū clan, section of a tribe 
iwi tribe, people 
kaitiaki guardian, protector; powerful force or being 
kaitiakitanga the obligation to nurture and care for the mauri of a 
taonga; ethic of guardianship, protection 
kaupapa topic, policy, programme, agenda 
kāwanatanga government, governorship, authority 
kia tupato be cautious, be culturally safe, be self-reflective 
kōhanga reo language nest; pre-school aimed at immersing pupils in 
Māori language and culture 
kōrero story, stories; discussion, speech, to speak 
kūaretanga ignorance; a condition of being uninformed or 
uneducated 
kura kaupapa Māori primary schools where te reo Māori is the principal 
medium of instruction 
mana authority, prestige, reputation, spiritual power 
mana whenua customary rights and authority over land and taonga; the 
iwi or hapū which holds mana whenua in an area 
manaaki ki te tangata reciprocal and critical sensitivity, respect, generosity, care 
Māoritanga Māori culture, practices, and beliefs 
mātauranga knowledge, wisdom, ways of knowing 
mauri the life principle or living essence contained in all things, 
animate and inanimate 
Pākehā New Zealander of European descent 
rongoā traditional Māori healing; medicinal qualities 
Rūamoko god of earthquakes, volcanoes and seasons; 
tangata whenua Indigenous people of the land; local people with strong 
whakapapa links to the area 
 
4 The following list of words and terms are taken directly from the glossary of ‘Wai262 Ko Aotearoa Tēnei’, pp 
251 - pp. 255 which principle sources were consulted and cross-referenced from a number of dictionaries. 
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taonga a treasured possession; including property, resources, 
and abstract concepts such as language, cultural 
knowledge, and relationships 
taonga tūturu artefacts, moveable cultural heritage, cultural objects 
te ao Māori the Māori world view; interconnectedness and 
interrelationships of all living and non-living things. 
te reo, te reo Māori the Māori language 
Te Tiriti o Waitangi the Treaty of Waitangi 
tikanga, tikanga Māori traditional rules for conducting life, custom, method, rule, 
law, culture 
tino rangatiratanga the greatest or highest chieftainship; self-determination, 
autonomy; control, full authority to make decisions, the 
right to exercise authority; imbued with expectations of 
right behaviour, appropriate priorities, and ethical 
decision making 
titiro to look at, inspect, examine, observe, survey, view 
tohunga Expert 
wāhine female, women 
whakapapa genealogy, ancestral connections, lineage 
whakapapa kōrero important discourses, narratives, knowledges held by 
tangata whenua 
whakawhanaungatanga process of establishing relationships, relating well to 
others, giver versus receiver in relation to knowledge 
whanaungatanga ethic of connectedness by blood; relationships; kinship; 
the web of relationships that embraces living and dead, 
present and past, human beings and the natural 
environment 
whenua land, placenta 
  







5 Alien Weaponry: ‘Raupatu’, from the album Tu, copyright Napalm Records, 2018 
The band are of Māori descent and songs are written in te reo Māori and express conflicts of coloniality. 
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Introduction 
 
I understand that much of the research done [in the area of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder] has 
focused on the trauma suffered by the Jewish survivors of the holocaust of World War II. I also 
understand the same has been done with the Vietnam veterans. ...What seems not to have 
received similar attention is the holocaust suffered by Indigenous people including Māori as a  
result of colonial contact and behaviour. 
~ Ani Mikaere, Colonising Myths – Māori Realities: 
He Rukuruku Whakaaro 
 
Over the 171 years since the Treaty of Waitangi was signed, paving the way for two peoples to  
live side by side in New Zealand, the Crown has largely supported and promoted one of our 
two founding cultures at the expense of the other. At times, the official attitude to Māori culture 
has been suppressive; at others it has been simply neglectful...The key problem for kaitiaki is that 
they have little or no control over their relationships with taonga. Sometimes, the Crown 
exercises that control; sometimes, it is others such as commercial interests or property owners;  
only very rarely is it kaitiaki. In short, there is little room in current New Zealand law and policy 
for mātauranga Māori and for the relationships upon which it is founded. 
~ Wai262: Ko Aotearoa Tēnei 
 
Countering Narratives of Oppression: How and Where We Begin 
 
During post-graduate research investigating reproductions of colonialism within Settler 
Colonies, I identified an area of sociological enquiry that I wished to investigate in relation 
to New Zealand Aotearoa. I wanted to trace ancestral and intergenerational trauma arising 
from colonial oppression, dispossession and structural racism; a term also known as historic 
intergenerational trauma (HIT). In the early investigations of choosing this research topic, I 
was struck with a number of ethical parameters to navigate: my proximity as a Pākehā within 
these investigations; the problematics of objectivity and subjectivity when generating 
research; and the dynamics of power and knowledge that can be pervasive throughout 
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language and narratives. In order to navigate these parameters, I needed to draw upon 
Critical Indigenous Theory and Indigenous Methodologies for guidance and ethical 
protocols when discussing colonial trauma. This thesis thereby took shape from a number 
of prominent Māori wāhine working within Critical Indigenous Theory and Decolonising 
Methodologies. Inspired by a guest lecture at Otago University with Anna-Marie Jackson 
(2019) in the context of ethical research and participation, she potently challenged the 
question: “...so what...?” (ibid). Research, under the right conditions, as Jackson reminded 
us, is an act of service. “Know your place, show up, ensure mana remains within the 
community. Locate accountability” (ibid). Similarly, Linda Tuhiwai Smith challenged 
researchers to ask of their research: “who benefits?” (2012, p.10). I wanted to provide this 
thesis as an act of service. As a socio-political researcher, I have often found myself 
conscientious and troubled by the privileged and theoretical nature of the discipline; and I 
continually question if writing academic papers is adequate, meaningful and impactful. This 
aspect of self-reflexivity had been driving me to question which type of applied research 
would make the most impact upon actual change, and for whom. Reading Tuhiwai Smith’s 
challenge to consider ethical principles when conducting participant research, cemented 
my already adamant objection to conduct participant interviews as a methodology. As 
suggested by Tuhiwai Smith, ‘the concept and values of respect and reciprocity, as an 
overarching consideration throughout consultation, negotiation, recognition, involvement, 
benefits, outcomes and agreements’ (2005, p. 100) meant I needed to participate differently. 
A process of devolving interviewer power; listen to auto-ethnographic voices already 
speaking; and reject the interviewer binary of ‘Other-ing’. Therefore, I decided to pursue 
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what was already in print for topics of investigation. I wanted to find a source of recorded, 
archival discussion, that would function in tandem, to locate Crown accountability of 
colonial trauma while ensuring respect of mana Māori remained the research driver. That 
resource (Wai262) would turn out to be far more than I anticipated. Whilst searching for 
avenues of constructive dialogue and content to analyse, the following paragraph from 
Tuhiwai Smith stood out from the pages as if an invitation, or a form of initiation: 
In 2010 in New Zealand the Waitangi Tribunal released one of its most eagerly anticipated 
reports on the findings of claims related to cultural and intellectual property rights. Often 
referred to simply as Wai262 after its claim number, the Report ‘Ko Aotearoa Tēnei’ has yet to 
be fully discussed or adapted into actual policies and regulations, but is a landmark document 
that will have major implications in New Zealand and further afield 
(2012, p. xiv) 
 
Finding this reference to Waitangi Tribunal report ‘Wai262: Ko Aotearoa Tēnei’’ coincided 
with my discovery of Klaus Krippendorff’s Content Analysis methodology. A narrative 
based technique able to generate decolonial counternarratives and operate as ethical 
methodology through its counter hegemonic research practices and approaches. 
The two synchronicities seemed symbiotic, and the topic of this thesis was born. 
Thesis Structure 
Methodologically, Jackson and Tuhiwai Smith provided the impetus and direction I needed 
to transform participatory action research into a gesture toward counterhegemonic, social 
justice advocacy and meaningful change. Their indigenous methodology ‘Critical Personal 
Narrative as Counternarrative’ provided a framework for this thesis to revive 
counternarratives, as an act of resistance, out of the erasure of colonial silence and 
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oppression through discussion and conversation. To do this, I sought a research topic that 
could provide a platform for storytelling and whakapapa kōrero or genealogical narratives 
that could be woven through a culturally appropriate academic framework and 
methodology, in order to bridge a theoretical narrative gap. Theoretically, I wanted to 
explore the correlation between historic intergenerational trauma, and the (in)visibility of 
Whiteness (strategic racial domination) in relation to New Zealand Aotearoa: its functionality 
and how it operates. Through the work of Frantz Fanon (2004) regarding dynamics of 
colonial oppression, I was compelled to interrelate critiques of Critical Whiteness Theory 
with the systematic assimilation of tangata whenua Māori, as a form of colonial violence 
associated with Settler nations. This prompted further exploration into Foucauldian 
discourses of power-knowledge-difference and mechanisms of subjugation: namely ‘the 
Treaty of Waitangi ‘and its legitimisation of ‘Rights’ and State Sovereignty. A big part of the 
discussion that informs this thesis, follows the impacts that the ‘rights-law-sovereignty 
paradigm’ (Moreton-Robinson, 2015) of Settler Colonialism has had upon constructions of 
identity for Māori and the erosion of te ao and mātauranga Māori. These impacts, as 
reported throughout Wai262 are definable as historic intergenerational trauma (H.I.T). 
I have drawn upon the definition of H.I.T as provided by Dr. Rāwiri Waretini-Karena: 
Historical Intergenerational Trauma can be defined as an event or series of events perpetrated 
against a group of people and their environment, namely people who share a specific group 
identity with genocidal or ethnocidal intent to systematically eradicate them as a people or 
eradicate their way of life. 
(Walters 2012: cited in Waretini-Karena, 2016) 
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This regime of normative Whiteness, that has pervaded every aspect of ‘New Zealand’s 
history; centering Pākehā Settlers through an “imagined community” predicated upon an 
essentialised Settler Colonial hegemony, enacting power over life’ (Mahuika cited in Mikaere, 
2011; Anderson, 1991), is conceptualised throughout the thesis as representative of biopower 
(power over life). I have taken Foucault’s (1976) concept of biopower as ‘power over life’, 
and adapted the definition to support my thesis argument. Biopower is representative of 
structural, systemic domination and oppression that is able to retain power, authority and 
control; through rejection of power sharing, and therefore is ‘power over partnership’. In 
addition, when referring to the context of mātauranga Māori, I am referencing the definition 
as provided by Wai262: 
‘Mātauranga’ derives from ‘mātau’, the verb ‘to know’. ‘Mātauranga’ can be literally translated 
as ‘knowing’ or ‘knowledge’. But ‘mātauranga’ encompasses not only what is known but also 
how it is known – that is, the way of perceiving and understanding the world, and the values or 
systems of thought that underpin those perceptions. ‘Mātauranga Māori’ therefore refers not 
only to Māori knowledge, but also to the Māori way of knowing. Mātauranga Māori incorporates 
language, whakapapa, technology, systems of law and social control, systems of property and 
value exchange, forms of expression, and much more. 
(2011, p. 22) 
When referring to ‘the Treaty of Waitangi’, I am making a purposeful distinction, as an 
ethical standpoint, between the English version representative of the British Crown and 
Chiefs of the Confederation interests, and not ‘Te Tiriti o Waitangi’ representative of Māori 
iwi and hapū as mana whenua and kaitiaki. At times throughout this thesis, I incorporate the 
use of te reo Māori, the Māori language, in recognition and respect of the official language 
of Aotearoa. As a non-native speaker of te reo, I am following protocol to not underline or 
italicise Māori words. The glossary of Māori terms I have provided, is to the 
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best of my knowledge an appropriate interpretation of the terms and their meanings. 
Emphatic use of capitalisation of words and terms, outside of standardised conventional 
grammar and syntax occurs throughout this thesis on purpose. This is to emphasise 
semantically between individual and generalised contexts of the word to embellish a political 
or ethical point of reference. It is also to emphasise where the word or concept represents 
an overarching position of power, structural or systemic domination. Interspersed 
throughout the thesis, I have inserted material images as visual methodology to support 
narrative based techniques that endorse whakapapa kōrero and mana Māori through 
creative expression and art. I have specifically and purposefully chosen Māori wāhine artists 
to provide personal critical counternarratives that may otherwise be inaccessible. The 
content of their artworks strengthen the narratives and arguments of each chapter they head. 
Theoretical Framework 
Cognisant of my own colonial heritage and positionality, I wanted to pursue a commitment 
to disrupt colonial binaries and deconstruct colonial narratives. Fanon’s (2004) self-reflective 
concepts of ‘double-consciousness’ and ‘double-relationality’, and that history is always 
relational, had already stirred the beginnings of a deep reflexive journey within me to face 
colonial narratives I was a part of and was adamant not to reproduce. This journey had 
brought me ‘home’, both physically and intellectually, to my birth roots with a realisation 
that I lacked a true understanding of what indigeneity meant to New Zealand Aotearoa and 
the corresponding impacts of Settler Colonial violence on Māori and Pākehā relations. I 
wanted to look beyond mainstream academic Anthropological and Development 
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frameworks, through a decolonial lens, at Indigenous methodologies to search for ways I 
could examine lesser visible and invisible forms of trauma arising from colonial harm. 
With my proximity to Settler Colonialism as a Pākehā, I felt my place of belonging and 
contribution was best situated in the theoretical readership of Whiteness Studies and White 
Possession. In order to understand how Whiteness operates within New Zealand Aotearoa, I 
needed to listen to the ways in which Whiteness is defined and experienced for Māori, by 
Māori. In order to answer how White Possession continues to undermine mātauranga 
Māori, I needed to examine how White Possession interrelates with White Sovereignty; and 
how these concepts of racialised domination and exclusion form power relations that 
perpetuate racialised discrimination; constructions of identity, sovereignty and indigeneity; 
and structural inequalities. Wai262 provided a comprehensive report illustrating exactly that. 
Therefore, I identified the following key concepts of Whiteness literature I needed to explore, 
and help analyse Wai262 further: White Identity; White Possession; White Mythologies and 
White Sovereignty. Co-constitutive of colonial logics, these key concepts form the basis of 
the theoretical framework and the literature review. 
Through my literature review research, I identified a discourse relating to colonial logics of 
biopower (power over partnership) derived from the critique of Whiteness studies that I 
could use to underpin a deeper analysis in context to social and political relations within 
New Zealand Aotearoa. Chapter One therefore, explains in detail, the framework of 
Whiteness as a theoretical concept; and how biopower operates in tandem, as a modality 
of Whiteness. Through citations of New Zealand scholars, the chapter forms a discussion of 
how in relation to New Zealand Aotearoa, Whiteness as a relational force of Settler Colonial 
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violence functions as a multi-faceted face: operating overtly as an authoritarian power and 
regime of White racial dominance; and ‘subversively as an ordering structure constructing 
identity, knowledge and status’ (Bhabha, 1998). The chapter cites a number of quotes and 
concepts from seminal works of Whiteness literature and key theorists (Young, 2004; 
Frankenberg, 1993; 1997; Harris, 1993; Moreton-Robinson, 2015) that provided a point of 
departure for which further investigations were necessary in order to answer my main 
research question. From these discussions I deduced that Bhabha’s (1994) “colonial 
unconscious” or racial amnesia, was very much at play in New Zealand Aotearoa; as well as 
Foucauldian concepts of ‘ideological control and oppression shaped by constructs of 
knowledge and reasoning’ (Young, 2004). To reframe Frankenberg (1993): ‘Whiteness is a 
genealogy of capitalism and racism’ prompted the basis for this thesis, that turning to Māori 
genealogy could provide much of the auto-ethnographic narrative gaps that needed filling 
to counteract Whiteness. Whakapapa kōrero could speak to theoretical views and claims of 
Whiteness literature through a decolonial lens, and a direct perspective that could illuminate 
historic and contemporary colonial harms, far more than Eurocentric lens writing from a 
positionality of privilege and White centering. Wai262 provided these perspectives. 
Encompassing the voice of the Crown and voices of tangata whenua Māori, claimant voices 
representative of six different iwi function as a collective critical narrative: a form of 
whakapapa kōrero. A dialogue that meant I was able to conduct a deep deconstruction of 
the conversation being had through a systematic content analysis. A conversation that at 
its heart was fighting for the recognition and reconciliation of historic intergenerational 
trauma inflicted upon Māori by the Crown and successive entities. This thesis aims to bring 
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to light, some of these wounds of coloniality in order to facilitate healing as an act of social 
justice. 
Research Questions: Modalities of Whiteness and the Dominance of White Possession 
 
The aim of this thesis served to explore the ways in which structural racism by the Crown 
undermines and opposes te ao Māori and mātauranga Māori without constructing cultural 
assumptions and without excluding participation and consultation with Māori perspectives. 
As a Pākehā/non-Māori researcher, I am cognisant of the limitations my positionality incurs, 
and the problematics of objectivity. I therefore, have attempted with good intention, to 
adhere to the suggested protocols as recommended by Critical Indigenous Theory and 
Decolonial Methodologies, to the best of my ability and within my acknowledged 
limitations. In order to interrelate the ways in which Settler Colonial violence, structural 
racism and systemic assimilation by the Crown has led to the erosion of te ao and 
mātauranga Māori, the Content Analysis sought to answer the following core research 
questions: 
• what type of coded language or key phrases are used within ‘Wai262: Ko Aotearoa 
Tēnei’ that reinforces the Coloniser-colonised binary? 
• what processes of colonialism and structural domination are embedded within this  
report? 
 
These research questions served as a starting point for how Wai262 could be initially read; 
and led onto the development of a larger analysis highlighting the ways in which applying 
the frameworks of Whiteness Literature could enable new critical interpretations of the 
report. 
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Research Methodologies 
This thesis was shaped as much by research methods and methodologies as it was by its 
aim to bridge narrative gaps within the critique of Whiteness literature in relation to New 
Zealand Aotearoa. The choice of conducting participatory, qualitative research in the form 
of a Content Analysis, allowed me to learn about indigenous frameworks and 
methodologies, and experiment with applying principles and protocols of indigenous 
methodologies that deconstruct Western, Eurocentric approaches. In this respect, much of 
the thesis is underpinned by Linda Tuhiwai Smith's (2012) ‘Decolonising Methodologies: 
Research and Indigenous Peoples’. An invaluable resource to begin to understand the 
framework of indigenous methodology created and adopted for Māori by Māori in New 
Zealand Aotearoa: Kaupapa Māori Research. I also drew upon her journal article ‘On Tricky 
Ground: Researching the Native in the Age of Uncertainty’ (2005) for further guidance and 
elaboration of indigenous methodological approaches centred outside of ethnocentric 
assumptions. Chapter Two therefore, synthesises a number of methodological approaches 
recommended by Tuhiwai Smith, as central to “counterhegemonic” research practices and 
in order to incorporate ethical research protocols (2005, p.87). The chapter provides an 
explanation as to the importance of these approaches when advocating for decolonising 
research and promoting ways to disrupt dominant anthropological and ethnographical 
methods that continue to “study the Other" (ibid). The remainder of the chapter is a detailed 
examination of Krippendorff’s (2019) Content Analysis methodology: the rationale behind 
choosing this particular approach; the key processes and analytical constructs employed 
that inform the methodological framework enabling critical interpretation; and how the 
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methodology is sympathetic to producing ethical, counternarratives. The last section of the 
chapter, explains in detail the concepts, methods, and principles of Content Analysis; how 
the methodology enabled a thematic, comparative analysis of cultural inferences 
communicated within Wai262; and served as an analytical instrument to investigate what 
processes and reproductions of colonial structural domination (Whiteness) were embedded 
within the report. 
Findings and Analysis 
Chapter Three and Four comprise of the findings and analysis of the content analysis. 
Chapter Three details the process of data collection; the analytic foci of the content analysis; 
and the processes of the content analysis and critical interpretation conducted to produce 
the findings and results. The remainder of the chapter reports on key themes and inferences 
deduced from the content analysis that analyse institutional language and communication; 
direction of power, and frameworks of Whiteness. These key themes are broken down into: 
colonial language; economic and development language underpinned by western bias; 
colonial frameworks; and logics of biopower (power over partnership). Chapter Four brings 
together the theoretical and methodological frameworks of Chapters One and Two to 
provide a full analysis of the ways in which processes of colonialism and structural 
domination were embedded within Wai262. The analysis details the ways in which colonial 
logics of biopower (power over partnership) informed the dialectic relationship between the 
Crown and the claimants, reinforcing the Coloniser-colonised binary; and how ‘the Treaty 
of Waitangi’ constitutive of White Sovereignty and Indigenous Dispossession, ‘functions 
normatively to secure White possession of the Nation’ (2006, Moreton-Robinson), 
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whilst operationalising biopower (power over partnership) in order to ‘subvert tino 
rangatiratanga’ (Ngata, 2019) and retain absolute sovereignty for the Crown. The final 
concluding chapter synthesises the key methodological and theoretical themes and 
discussions throughout the thesis in order to establish firmly the role of the Crown and ‘the 
Treaty of Waitangi’ in producing relational violence and historic intergenerational trauma 
responsible for the erosion of te ao Māori and mātauranga Māori. 
Wai262 - The Report: What or Who is the Crown? Why is this distinction so important? 
The purpose of this introduction, is to prepare the reader, for what is essentially a highly 
complex endeavor I have sought to achieve. Wai262 is a comprehensive report. 
As explained in the introductory pages, ‘Wai262’ refers to the Waitangi Tribunal claim 
number; and ‘Ko Aotearoa Tēnei’ means “this is Aotearoa, this is New Zealand, or both. The 
ambiguity is intentional, a reminder that Aotearoa and New Zealand must be able to co- 
exist in the same space” (Wai262, 2011, p. xvii). The report is divided into two levels, of which 
the first ‘Te Taumata Tuatahi’ is an abridged form comprising of 268 pages. The other level 
is the two-volume ‘Te Taumata Tuarua ‘consisting of 882 pages. For the purpose of this 
thesis I have used the abridged form, which is the story of Wai262 and covers the key 
themes of the enquiry. To content analyse the report in its entirety would warrant a PhD. 
To this extent, it is not possible, nor is it appropriate to attempt to summarise and therefore 
reduce Wai262. This is a report that deserves to be read. However, to aid the coherence of 
this thesis, a certain amount of context regarding the content of Wai262 is required. Wai262 
consists of nine chapters, each chapter dedicated to certain claims of six iwi regarding the 
ownership and control of mātauranga Māori, and the role of the Crown in subverting tino 
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rangatiratanga to uphold State Sovereignty. To borrow from the text of Wai262, Chapter 
One of the Wai262 report considers the question of Māori interest in taonga works; the 
development and nature of NZ’s intellectual property law, copyright and trademarks; and 
conflicts of interest regarding kaitiakitanga. Chapter Two considers genetic and biological 
resources of flora and fauna and the corresponding relationships with science, research, 
and technology regarding bioprospecting, genetic modification, intellectual property 
patents and plant variety rights. Chapters Three and Four consider the Environment and 
the Resource Management Act; how the Treaty informs the Department of Conservation 
Estate and its management of land, flora and fauna, marine reserves and the concept of 
protection. Chapter Five is solely dedicated to Te Reo Māori and the Crown’s Māori 
Language strategy implemented through Te Puni Kōkiri and the Ministry of Education. 
Chapter Six considers the Government agencies, programmes, partnerships and sector- 
wide activities that control and coordinate all aspects of mātauranga Māori. Chapter Seven 
is dedicated solely to (the loss of) Rongoā Māori or Māori traditional healing and the 
Tohunga Suppression Act of 1907 that makes the most direct case for historic 
intergenerational trauma. Chapter Eight considers the impact of International Treaty 
commitments and International instruments, Crown policies, processes and NZ Laws upon 
mātauranga and tikanga Māori. 
In order to help aid the coherence of the thesis, the following excerpt is best 
representational of providing an understanding of the report: 
In essence, the Wai 262 claim is really about the ownership and control of Māori culture and 
identity. The claimants fear that in complex, modern, and globalised New Zealand, the taonga 
that they say are integral to Māori culture and identity are subject to too many outsider rights 
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and too few Māori rights. They say their language, symbols, stories, songs, and dances have 
been commodified by people who have no traditional claim to them. They say the native flora 
and fauna upon which their culture and identity are built have been controlled, modified, and 
privatised by people, companies, or government agencies who have no affinity with those things, 
and they complain that Māori now must seek Crown permission even to gain access to or use 
them for cultural. The claimants say they have no control over the physical and spiritual well-
being of the lands and waters in their traditional territories. They say that their traditional healing 
practices were actively suppressed by the Tohunga suppression Act and the Crown still offers 
them no real support. They say the Crown has taken direct ownership and control of mātauranga 
Māori through its various agencies, and Māori have been excluded. If there is a consistent theme 
in both our analysis and recommendations for reform across such a wide area of government and 
private sector activity, it concerns the fundamental exchange of rights and obligations embodied 
in the Treaty. As we explained earlier, the Crown, to put it simply, won the right to govern, but 
with that right came obligations – to act reasonably and in good faith, and to actively protect 
the Māori interests in taonga. This exchange is encompassed in the overarching Treaty principle 
of partnership. Throughout this report, the essential questions that arise are about the nature of 
that partnership, and about where the power lies within it. 
(2011, pp. 16-17) 
In this respect, Wai262 illustrates clearly the power imbalance within the role and functions 
of the Crown, and why it is so important to distinguish the detriment of this relationship 
of power, rather than partnership, to New Zealand Aotearoa. Fundamentally, the ‘Crown 
(and its corresponding entities) as proxy for the State, as an enterprise of the Monarchy, 
and extension of British Imperial rule, represents the ultimate location of Whiteness: White 
Sovereignty, White Possession, White Possessiveness, White Identity, White Laws, White 
Governance, White Instruments, White Agencies, White Acts, and White Policies’ 
(Moreton-Robinson, 2015). All operationalised under the occupation of Settler Colonialism. 
Wai262 details all the different ways in which Māori culture, identity and knowledge has 
been subjected to White supremacy and historic intergenerational trauma, resulting from 
colonial oppression, dispossession and marginalisation. The thesis aims to 
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provide an extension and analysis of these discussions. 
 
To return to the aims and objectives of this thesis, in order to counter narratives of 
oppression, an understanding of what they are, and the ability to recognise their language 
and enunciation is needed. In order to situate the role of the Crown as complicit in creating 
historic intergenerational trauma and systems of oppression, we must first begin with how 
the Crown obtained such absolute power and State Sovereignty over tino rangatiratanga 
and deconstruct associated monocultural narratives. The ultimate White Mythology as 
discussed by Tina Ngata (2019), is the founding ‘history’ of New Zealand. The story of 
historical territorial conquest: the “Age of Discovery or the Age of Genocide” resulting in 
the “Māori Land Wars or Colonial Theft Wars” that went on to enact a succession of racist 
legislation to legitimise land confiscation, dispossession and oppression (Jackson cited in: 
Ngata, 2019, p. 46). Wai262 opens with the “stories of our two founding cultures: those of 
Kupe’s people, and Cook’s “(2011, p. xxiii), I am not going to be as polite. 
For the purpose of this thesis, I am taking an ethical standpoint, and supporting Ngata’s 
(2019) premise, that New Zealand was founded upon “The Doctrine of (Christian) 
Discovery”, and that this “legal framework underpins the Treaty of Waitangi and not Te Tiriti 
o Waitangi” (ibid, p. 55). This is crucial to the thesis because it sets the history of New 
Zealand as a Settler Colony, within the “story of colonial imperialism and religious doctrine: 
the ‘Right’ to conquer and claim land and to convert or kill the native inhabitants of those 
lands” (ibid). For many New Zealander’s, NZ’s Settlement history is understood as ‘simply’ 
the misinterpretation and translation between the signing of two declarations regarding a 
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Treaty document. Ngata informs us that there is much more to this colonial narrative and 
assumption of ‘rights’ that needs to be publically known and advocated for: 
• The Doctrine of Discovery (also known as the Doctrine of Christian Discovery) is an 
international legal concept borne out a number of Catholic laws issued by the Vatican in the 
15th and 16th centuries. It gave the monarchies of Britain and Europe the right to conquer 
and claim lands, and to convert or kill the native inhabitants of those lands. 
 
• The intent of the Doctrine of Discovery provided a framework for Christian explorers, in the 
name of their King or Queen, to lay claim to territories uninhabited by Christians. If the lands 
were vacant, then they could be defined as “discovered” and sovereignty claimed. 
 
• Within the framework of the Doctrine, Indigenous Peoples were considered non-human. The 
Doctrine asserts that non-Christians on these discovered lands were not human and 
therefore the land was empty or Terra Nullius. When Cook arrived in Aotearoa he was under 
orders to claim land for King George III, preferably by consent—however he did so without 
consent. 
(ibid, p. 13; pp. 51-52) 
Furthermore, Ngata adds that this same doctrine that underwrites ‘the Treaty of Waitangi’: 
(as) a 15th century Christian principle was denounced by the United Nations as the “shameful” 
root of all the discrimination and marginalisation Indigenous Peoples face today. The Permanent 
Forum noted that, while such frameworks of domination and “conquest” were promoted as 
authority for land acquisition, they also encouraged despicable assumptions: that Indigenous 
peoples were “savages,” “barbarians,” “inferior” and “uncivilised,” among other constructs the 
colonisers used to justify their subjugation, domination and exploitation of the lands, territories 
and resources of native peoples. 
(ibid) 
To this point, and to reiterate Fanon that history is always relational, Ngata challenges 
further New Zealand’s ‘celebrated’ history that tells the tale of ‘discovery’ by Captain Cook: 
• We must resist the concept that Cook was a noble explorer and accept the fact that he was 
deliberately sent out as a military naval captain, with a naval vessel, as the vanguard of British 
imperial expansion, with orders from the British military to claim land and establish colonial 
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outposts for the Crown. Armed with the Discovery Doctrine to claim Indigenous lands and 
resources. 
• Cook certainly did not discover us, while innocently sailing the Pacific. That mission was 
unjust, and founded upon principles of white supremacy. 
• The voyages of Cook were not bloodless, in achieving these ends, Cook carried out multiple 
murders, abductions, infected whole communities, carried out brutal tortures and shot at 
and wounded countless Indigenous Peoples. 
• Māori were at one time a free and independent, self- Wetewetehia governing people on 
our own lands, and this has not been the case since 1840. 
(ibid, p. 23; p. 17; p. 92; p. 95) 
In the opening pages of the Wai262 report, the telling of the story of two founding cultures 
acknowledges that: 
there can be no denying that Cook was the ambassador of a culture that felt it had a manifest 
destiny. A duty to bring God and civilisation to the unenlightened. In the process, those who 
belonged to the civilising culture were entitled to reap the rich personal rewards of their 
mission…, a voyage undertaken for purely self-serving motives. This moral enlightenment, can 
be seen most clearly in the Treaty of Waitangi itself – in the language of royal protection in its 
preamble, and in the explicit guarantees of Māori authority and property in its articles. 
(2011, p. 10; p. 11) 
Taking into account these relatively unknown historical truths, this thesis therefore, seeks 
to challenge the continued acceptance and normalisation of Treaty settlements, processes 
and negotiations on the basis that its legal foundation is implicated with a relational force 
associated with Settler Colonial violence and subjugation. A doctrine of the Enlightenment 
civilising project that in the words of Vaughan Bidois, enacted the following structural 
“assimilative strategies”: 
reified Pākehā property rights; formed a representative Government without any Māori 
participation; and implemented a regime of racism, assimilation and eventually biculturalism that 
was to become more divisive than inclusive as it became defined and understood in terms of 
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traditional binary understandings of Māori and Pākehā colonial history, cultural relations and 
identity. 
(2011, p36; p.34; p. 147) 
Conclusion 
 
With these theoretical, methodological and ethical standpoints now clearly in place, and 
a brief summary of the central research questions and key concepts that structure the 
thesis, I close this introduction chapter with the following questions and statements 
proposed by the Wai262 claimants. The intention of this, is for the reader to keep these 
questions at the forefront of their mind whilst reading the proceeding chapters; and to 
read between the lines, to consider the implications of what is actually being said: 
• In our modern democracy, can the Crown’s right to govern co-exist with ‘Māori control of 
taonga in a Māori way’? 
 
• Will it be possible to normalise Crown–Māori relations as the architects of the Treaty 
settlement process intended? 
 
• Are we ready yet to begin work on this new more normalised relationship? Are we ready yet 
to perfect this Treaty partnership? Stripped of all its baggage, that is the real challenge posed 
by the Wai 262 claim. 
(2011, p. 16) 
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Chapter 1 Literature Review 
 
61 
If whiteness is emptied of any content other than that which is associated with racism or 
capitalism, this leaves progressive whites apparently without a genealogy 
- Ruth Frankenberg, White Women, Race Matters: 
The Social Construction of Whiteness 
 
The great and chief end, therefore, of men’s uniting into common-wealths, and putting 
themselves under government, is the preservation of their property 
- John Locke, Second Treatise of Civil Government 
 
Introduction: The Coloniality of Whiteness 
 
  Situating Whiteness Studies as the theoretical framework to enable critical interpretations 
of Wai262  was derived from a number of literary inspirations. The research study sought to 
identify theoretical research gaps in relation to Whiteness Studies when related to New Zealand 
Aotearoa.  I wanted to examine  chosen texts from Critical Whiteness Theory in order to assess 
 
1 6 Robyn Kahukiwa, ‘Environmental Product,’ 2011 
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their applicability to historical   and contemporary Settler Colonial contexts within New 
Zealand Aotearoa, and assess the frameworks and binaries of Colonialism that were present 
within Wai262. In particular, how structural oppression by the Crown was communicated as 
a language of the Colonial Oppressor; and which processes and reproductions of colonial 
structural domination (Whiteness) were embedded within the report.  
Whiteness Studies provided a theoretical framework in which to analyse how modalities of 
communication, language and behaviour operate as mechanisms of governmentality and 
enforce structures of power that create invisible norms and authoritarian bias.  Critiques of 
Critical Whiteness Theory, underpinned by the techniques of Content Analysis 
methodology, enabled an examination of the dialectic relationship between the Crown and the 
claimants within Wai262 to expand upon analyses of colonial power and narratives of institutional 
communication. 
 
Whiteness literature within the fields of Critical Whiteness Theory and Whiteness Studies is  
constantly emerging. At present, most mainstream academic readership is situated primarily 
within the contexts of US history of African slavery and racial Capitalism; British Imperialism; 
and has now extended into Canadian and Australian studies of indigenous genocide and 
questions of sovereignty and the “jurisdictional imaginary" (Rifkin, 2009). Originating from 
W.E.B Dubois, James Baldwin, Theodore W Allen, Ruth Frankenberg, Toni Morrison, and 
David Roediger, Whiteness Studies is described as an ‘interdisciplinary field, drawing upon 
post-colonial theory; Orientalism; Anti-racist Studies; Critical Race Theory; Post-modernism; 
and Historicism. Critiques of Whiteness primarily examine social constructions of White 
identity and White privilege; and systemic, structural impacts of racialised domination and 
racism upon identity, gender, class, labour and citizenship from historic and contemporary 
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analyses’ (Roediger, 1998); (Nakayama, 2017); (Kolchin, 2009); (Kennedy et al; 2005). 
Key theorists of Whiteness literature, such as Shona Hunter (2017), have analysed “whiteness 
as a formation of institutionalised power and racist, colonial oppression dominating the 
‘racialised other’”. Hunter lists the following formulated theories on “whiteness as”: 
• privilege (Peggy MacKintosh, Tim Wise, Kalwant Bhopal) 
• unconscious bias (Mahzarin Banaji and Anthony Greenvald, Howard Ross) 
• blindness and ignorance (Charles Mills) 
• fragility (Robin DiAngelo) 
• possessive investment (George Lipitz, Cheryl Harris) 
• comfort, ease and entitlement (Shannon Sullivan, Shirley Tate, Micheal Zembylas) 
• supremacy (Ghassan Hage, Andrea Smith, Chela Sandoval) 
• terrorising (Bell Hooks, Pugliese, Yancy) 
• psychological defect (Frantz Fanon, James Baldwin) 
• guilt, shame, grief, loss (Anne Cheng, Manas, Thandela) 
• toxic delusion (Shona Hunter) 
• patriarchal white sovereignty (Aileen Moreton-Robinson) 
(ibid) 
 
Through these analyses, I wanted to explore the (in)visibility of Whiteness in relation to New 
Zealand Aotearoa: its functionality and how it operates in relationality to ‘the Treaty of 
Waitangi’ as a colonial binary. A form of biopower (power over partnership); enacted through 
Settler Colonial  White Sovereignty and Indigenous Dispossession. More specifically, how the 
Crown was, and still is, able to assert absolute sovereignty over tino rangatiratanga. 
This enquiry instigated a number of questions for locating a relevant literature search: 
• Who is writing about modern day colonial violence within New Zealand Aotearoa 
that links relationships between ancestral and intergenerational trauma and racism? 
 
• Is there a critique of Whiteness readership within New Zealand Aotearoa? 
 
• How does colonial logic and ordering principles of violence, exclusion and 
assimilation produce trauma in New Zealand Aotearoa? 
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• What psycho-social tensions arising from the colonial binary of ‘internalising’ and 
‘equalising’ continue to homogenise identity and perpetuate claims that New 
Zealanders are ‘all one’? 
 
• Is ‘the Treaty of Waitangi’ a mechanism for the Crown to operationalise biopower in  
the form of White Sovereignty? 
 
Assessing for theoretical research gaps,  investigation into scholars writing in relation to 
New Zealand Aotearoa provided a variety of literature relating to the origins and 
perpetuations of oppressive racialised narratives. Key themes discussed: White Mythologies 
and colonial fictions; Māori and Pākehā relations; colonisation; structural racism; subjective 
identities; and the ways in which Settler Colonial harm has been inflicted upon mātauranga 
and tikanga Māori, and tino rangatiratanga. For  these discussions see: Tina Ngata (2019); 
Linda Tuhiwai Smith (2012); Leonie Pihama (2001); Ani Mikaere (2004); Avril Bell (2004); 
Ranginui Walker (1990); and Graham Hingangaro Smith (1990, 1997). Krushil Watene’s (2016) 
critique of Development theorists in relation to te ao Māori, mātauranga Māori and the limits 
of Development and Dependency theory, provided a segway into the impacts of Western 
science and knowledge bias upon concepts of capability, self-determination, freedom, 
political status and the “disconnect with spiritual dimensions of whakapapa within the 
natural world” (ibid, p. 288). Hokowhitu (2001, 2010); Bidois (2013); and Mika and Stewart 
(2016) expanded Bourdieu, Gramsci and Foucauldian theories of the ‘colonial gaze’ 
originating from Edward Said’s (1978) Orientalism; Frantz Fanon’s (2004) mechanisms of 
dehumanising; Paulo Freire’s (1975) pedagogy of oppression of ‘Self and ‘Other’; and Homi 
Bhabha’s “the Other” (1998), to examine productions of racialised identity and the 
construction of ‘Māoriness’ (Hokowhitu, 2011). Within their critiques, Whiteness or White 
identity as a socially stratifying, hegemonic ordering principle took the forms of ‘neo-colonial 
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categorisation’; ‘false consciousness’; and stereotypes of ‘othering’ derived from 
domination, oppression and opposition of the Coloniser-colonised binary of Settler Colonial 
violence. Counternarratives discussed the problematics of the Whiteness of colonially 
enunciated Western knowledge and language, determining racialised identity constructs; 
‘social and cultural divisions’ (Smith, 1997) of capital; 
representations of Māori and Pākehā subjectivities; and the relations that formed as a result. 
These scholars enabled specific constructs and languages of oppression to identify 
throughout the dialogue of the Waitangi Tribunal report.  
Outside of local authorship, Robin DiAngelo’s discussion of Whiteness within ‘White Fragility: 
Why It’s So Hard for White People to Talk About Racism’ (2018) and the direction of White 
power as “historic, traditional and normalised” (p. 22), influenced both the theoretical and 
methodological framework of this thesis, with the idea to examine the concept of the 
direction of power. Within the content analysis of Wai262, I would examine the direction of 
power; how power presented within the report, and constituted Foucauldian concepts of 
power as ‘biopower’ through colonial logics of exclusion and assimilation. Aileen Moreton-
Robinson’s contribution to Whiteness studies through her work on White Possession, White 
Possessiveness and Patriarchal White Sovereignty as regimes of biopower, underpins the 
theoretical framework for this thesis. I took the basis of her work on the ‘politics of 
sovereignty and white possession in Australia’ (2006, p. 391) and applied her critical analyses 
of the ‘disciplinary and regulatory mechanisms of government legislation and policy’ (2015, 
p. xi) to the context of New Zealand Aotearoa and ‘the Treaty of Waitangi’. Drawing upon 
her examination of “the terrain of sovereignty in Australia as relations of force in a war of 
races normalise through biopower...disavowing Indigenous sovereignty…and shaping 
Australian nationalism” (2006, p. 389), I utilised her following set of questionings from her 
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seminal paper ‘Towards a new research agenda? Foucault, Whiteness and Indigenous 
Sovereignty’ (2006) to provide the theoretical intersect required to construct a framework for 
my literature review and question the shaping of Aotearoa New Zealand’s nationalism: 
• What would be useful is to consider how to bring Foucault’s concept of biopower into 
relationship with critical Whiteness literature. To consider the representation of power within 
the law, rights, sovereignty paradigm by approaching the relationship between Indigenous 
sovereignty and state sovereignty as relations of force located within a matrix of biopower. 
 
•  How does White possession of the nation function normatively within disciplines and their 
discourse of rights? What are these disciplines and what truths do they produce about rights? 
How and where do these truths circulate as rights claims and counterclaims? What are their 
multiple forms? 
(ibid, p. 388) 
 
Moreton-Robinson’s questions expand analyses of power, and aid the content analysis of 
Wai262, as a framework for examining the multiple forms that colonial power produces 
(mis)truths, rights claims and counter claims within the report; and how colonial power 
impacts interpretations of ‘rights’ within the Treaty.  
The remainder of this chapter will  therefore, synthesise a number of chosen texts in order 
to define the key themes of the theoretical framework: Whiteness; White Mythologies; White 
Possession; and White Sovereignty as logics of biopower, in order to situate an analysis of 
the ways in which Settler Colonial violence operates within New Zealand Aotearoa; and the 
mechanisms of White biopower that normalise subjugation, assimilation and Treaty 









Whiteness is, after all, only a paler shade of grey, or blackness hit by the glare of light 
 
Whiteness is a primer…a base colour that regulates all others 
~ Homi Bhabha, The White Stuff 
 
There is no shortage of definitions for Whiteness. Ruth Frankenberg’s (1997) ‘Displacing 
Whiteness: Essays in Social and Cultural Criticism’, Mike Hill’s (1997) ‘Whiteness: A Critical 
Reader’, and Delgado and Stefancic’s (1997) ‘Critical White Studies: Looking Behind the 
Mirror’ provide compilations of numerous writers and contemporary meanings of 
Whiteness and its locations; the normativity of White privilege, White politics, White culture  
and White bodies; how Whiteness performs as a process; and the relationships to labour, 
nationhood, class, politics, institutions and White supremacy. On discussing Whiteness 
literature, Aileen Moreton-Robinson cites the following explanation: 
…this literature identifies Whiteness as the invisible norm against which other races are judged 
in the construction of identity, representation, decision-making, subjectivity, nationalism, 
knowledge production and the law (Brodkin, 1999; Crenshaw et al., 1995; Cuomo and Hall, 1999; 
Delgado and Stefancic, 1997; Dyer, 1997; Flagg, 1998; Frankenberg, 1993; Haney Lopez, 1996; 
Harris, 1995; Hill, 1997; Levine-Rasky, 2002; Morrison, 1992; Rasmussen et al., 2001). Montag 
argues that, during modernity, Whiteness became an invisible norm through the universalisation 
of humanness which simultaneously erased its racial character and made it a universal (1997: 
285). 
(2006, p. 388) 
 
The most concise summary of Whiteness relating to my thesis, was best described by Homi 
Bhabha in ‘The White Stuff (political aspect of whiteness)’: 
The critique of whiteness argues against the normativity of the white position and asserts that it 
is an authoritarian strategy instead of merely being a genuine or fundamental identity. 
Whiteness reinforces the social power and epistemological rights of certain groups, which means  
that it cannot be displaced simply by raising the 'gaze of the other' or by compelling the 
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oppressed or the repressed to stage a 'return.' The subversive reaction is to expose the elements  
within the outer layer of whiteness that contribute to its being a form of authority. 
(1998, p. 21) 
 
To paraphrase Bhabha further, Whiteness is defined and delineated as: ‘a strategy of 
authority; a disciplinary mechanism; a system of surveillance; naturalising claims to social 
power; a form of violence, amnesia, protection, ambivalence, and double-ness’ (ibid, p. 21; 
p. 22). These critiques argue that Whiteness  has naturalised and normalised social power  
through control of knowledge, language and identity. How these arguments are then evident and 
replicated throughout Wai262 are discussed in the Research Analysis chapter. The implications of 
oppressive social power on personal and collective identity forms the basis of critiques of colonial myths  
and White Mythologies.  
 
White Mythologies 
…the White Stuff: …disciplinary mechanisms of modern society: the body turns into the site of 
power and knowledge, the eye or the gaze operates its own surveillance 
~ Bhabha: vis-à-vis Foucault, The White Stuff 
 
Ideologies that obscure racism as a system of inequality 
~ Robin DiAngelo, White Fragility: Why It’s So Hard for White 
People to Talk About Racism 
 
Robert Young’s ‘White Mythologies: Writing History and the West’ provided a ‘historical 
analysis of colonialism and the construction of knowledge’ (2004, p. 5; p. 3). A post-colonial 
resource on the dangers of centring Eurocentric History and Theory, with a preface and 
citations by Bhabha, referencing the connections between “surveillance; stereotyping; 
power and agency” (ibid, p. 147); “narcissistic authority and the paranoia of power” (ibid, p. 
151); and other “forms of ideological control” (ibid, p. 13) impacting identity. 
Young, vis-à-vis Foucault and Bhabha, provided a number of theoretical stand points: the 
“colonial unconscious”; “disciplinary forms and technologies”; “constructions of knowledge 
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and reasoning” (ibid, p. 148; p. 86; p. 3); the importance of naming “contemporary racism” 
and finding ways to “rupture and rebound” from colonial binaries of “power and resistance”; 
“agency and determinism” (ibid, p. 87; p. 86). Bhabha’s book ‘The Location of Culture’ 
(1994) featured two relevant chapters that drew extensively upon Frantz Fanon: 
“Interrogating Identity: Frantz Fanon and the postcolonial prerogative” and “The Other 
Question: Stereotype, discrimination and the discourse of colonialism” to explain how 
oppressive colonial narratives generate stereotypes based on social and cultural division of 
identity and ‘the Other’. Bhabha (ibid, p. 86) believes ‘what haunts the colonial scene are 
projections of pathological colonial relation’, where “colonial subjects 
(black/white/self/other) live in a state of depersonalisation” (ibid, 58). Bhabha 
conceptualised “colonial enunciation” as a “system of linguistic insistence, iteration, 
translation and sociological signification” (ibid, p. 83.) This system of linguistic insistence or 
colonial enunciation and its systematisation of oppressive narratives, forms a major 
component of the content analysis findings of the Wai262 report. 
Emerging Whiteness literature situated within Indigenous Studies or Critical Indigenous 
Theory, writing from Indigenous perspectives have expanded upon these notions of 
biopolitical identity formations and colonial domination to challenge the construct of 
being named indigenous. Hilary Weaver’s paper ‘Indigenous Identity: What Is It, and Who 
Really Has It?’ (2001) cautions constructivist stereotypes that are based upon “limitation 
and subjectivity and power and exclusion: someone must be excluded from a particular 
identity in order for it to be meaningful” (ibid, p. 244). ‘Culture becomes a facet of identity 
within the native and indigenous binary imposed by colonial oppression that governs 
“self-identification, community identification and external identification” (ibid, p. 240)’. 
Similarly, Alfred and Corntassel (2005) ‘Politics of Identity: Being Indigenous: Resurgences 
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Against Contemporary Colonialism’ warn against the following problematisation: 
“Indigenousness as an identity constructed, shaped and lived in the politicised context of 
contemporary colonialism” (ibid, p. 597) … is a ‘product of post-modern Imperialism and 
shapeshifting strategies of colonial power as the Settler imperative’ (ibid, p. 601). Their 
paper examines the intersect between ‘dependency, disconnect, and dispossession as a 
place-based existence, reliant on the claims procedure of victimhood and grievance 
narratives as a political-legal construction of the Settler Colonial State’ (ibid, p. 606). 
Erasing histories and geographies and replacing them with definitions and labels from a 
colonial framework of Development and Dependency ideology that label being 
Indigenous with universalist and essentialist generalisations relating to conquer and 
domination, blood quantum and racialisation’ (ibid, p. 607; p. 608). 
New Zealand scholars are reclaiming whakapapa kōrero or genealogical narratives to 
produce local literature on colonialism, essentialism and assimilation and counter 
narratives of Whiteness and White identity. Within their paper: ‘The ‘Imagined’ Criteria of 
Māori Identity’ (2018) Leoni, Wharerau, and White discuss the ‘European colonial mind- 
set that constructed Māori identity through geographical identity markers that 
categorised imaginations of ancestrality and authenticity through determinist attitudes 
predicated upon coded markers of racial biology that hierarchised and subordinated by 
blood quantum. Coercing Western practices of assimilation to urbanise the pre-European 
‘primitives’ ‘(ibid, 374; p. 377; p. 383; p. 379). Brendan Hokowhitu’s (2001) Foucauldian 
analysis of ‘othering as a critical tactic of divisive, repressive narratives of the ‘Self’ and  
‘Other’ through genealogies of colonialism and racism; and ‘us’ and ‘them’ stereotypes” 
outlines the ways in which “historic and contemporary representations of Māori violence 
and savagery are universal products of colonial degradation and depression both 
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economically and culturally” (ibid, p. 261). Hokowhitu and Page's work on the “whiteness of 
modernity” and “colonial culture through State law” (2011, p. 21) as: ‘Othering, stereotyping, 
and identity creation through governmental surveillance to evaluate, sort and compare, 
they argue produces the “creation of a singular ‘we’; a “kiwiness” or “kiwi culture that 
ignores indigenous” and constructs an “essentialist Māori” (ibid, p. 21; p. 18). Moreover, 
Hokowhitu explains the impact upon Māori and Pākehā relations that produces: 
Pākehā (to) perceive Māori refusal to accept subservience as threatening their accumulation of 
cultural capital, and they disguise their paranoia behind slogans such as ‘one NZ for all NZers’, 
which are merely reactions to Māori assertiveness. 
(2001, p. 261) 
 
Furthermore, Hokowhitu and Page outline the “endemic violence of biopolitical 
normalisation” that produces “cultural signifiers of ‘being-Māori' “predicated upon the 
“imagined and idealised pre-colonial state” (2011, p. 18). ‘Vis-à-vis Hāgglund, 
normalisation, exclusion and assimilation operate as a “lesser violence" as a result of  
paranoia, suspicion and insecurity of white vulnerability’ (ibid, p. 21). Hokowhitu cites 
Leonie Pihama (1997), referencing the colonial dominance of constructing hegemonic 
cultural representations as a product of “postmodernism: a language of difference not 
similarities” (Hokowhitu, 2001, p. 8). The impact of these “totalising narratives” (ibid, p. xxix) 
leaving “Pākehā in a state of false consciousness” (ibid, p. 11). 
In her thesis titled “Relating Māori and Pākehā: The Politics of Indigenous and Settler 
Identities” (2004), Avril Bell discusses the ways in which “settler colonialism through 
oppositionality as a strategy of domination, constructed the settler identity in relation to 
indigenous Māori; producing colonial representations constitutively relating Māori and 
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Pākehā through a historical relationship to place and domination” (ibid, p. 15; p. 16; p. 13; 
p. 12). Her paper ‘Half-Castes and White Natives: The Politics of Māori-Pākehā Hybrid 
Identities’ (2004) questions the ‘cultural practices and representations of historic and 
contemporary colonial structuring and their relation to power and power relations’ (ibid, 
p. 121; p. 122); and the ways in which “colonisation essentialised European racial superiority 
through racial biologies that hierarchised white migrant majority and indigenous minority” 
(ibid, p. 123; p. 126). Furthermore, the relationship to colonisation shaped narratives and 
White Mythologies that constructed ‘identification with the landscape, emotional bond to 
land, and values and culture that set up racist and determinist connotations of essentialism 
for Māori and Pākehā relations: “what is it they want/have/want to claim” (ibid, p. 131; p. 
132). The ‘representations of historical processes of the civilising mission that sought to 
bring Enlightenment and Development to ‘savage’, ‘primitive’ cultures needing to give 
way or die out – she titles the “logic of assimilation”: a one-way transmittal of power from 
European influence to Native, without any reciprocity. The reverse is considered a 
degradation or taint’ (p. 123; p. 124). Bell then cites Linda Tuhiwai Smith (1999): “identities 
are then regulated by laws, their languages and customs removed” (2004, p. 126). The 
following passage from Bell illustrates the notion of Moreton-Robinson’s shaping 
nationalism and ‘matrix of biopower’ as governing identity through cultural appropriation 
and assimilation: 
This tendency to appropriate Māori symbolism sits alongside the pressures for Māori to 
assimilate into the Pākehā 'mainstream'. The two seem quite opposed in that the demand of 
assimilation is 'be like us', while the demand behind the nationalist appropriation of symbolism 
is 'be· different and distinctive'. Together they equate with a demand for Māori people to 
assimilate to Pākehā values and ways of life, while Māori cultural distinctiveness remains, but 
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reduced to national (read Pākehā) cultural property (see Wolfe 1994, on this logic within 
Australian nationalism). It is also important to be clear that the appropriation of Māori symbolism 
does not mean Pākehā want to 'be Māori' as such, although there are those romantics who do 
(see discussion in Howe 1999). However, Pākehā wouldn't mind some of the things Māori seem 
to 'have'-a secure claim to this place, a clear sense of cultural distinction. It is interesting that in 
such moments of desire no thought is ever given to the myriad ways in which colonisation has 
undermined these for Māori also. Rather an idealised Māori identity is contrasted to an insecure 
and indeterminate Pākehā one. 
(ibid) 
 
Vaughan Bidois (2013) “A Genealogy of Cultural Politics, Identity and Resistance: Reframing  
the Māori-Pākehā binary” offers a Foucauldian analysis of truth, knowledge and power 
within the ‘Self’ and ‘Other’ colonial binary of power; examining the “constitution of Māori 
and Pākehā subjectivities” and the “social construction of identity” (ibid, p.142; p. 143) within 
the framework of biculturalism and “the cultural politics of subjectification”; “polit ics of 
integration, assimilation, and separation” (ibid). His analysis explains the implications of an 
‘authoritative, disciplinary, colonial gaze that reinforces and operationalises ‘otherness’, and 
representations of ‘the Other’ through stereotypes predicated upon gender, morals, and 
ambiguity as mechanisms to construct sovereignty and autonomy’ (ibid, p. 150). 
The following excerpt from his paper synthesises a number of key questions I sought to 
answer by considering the possibilities and problematics of reclaiming the Treaty as a 
mechanism to devolve power rather than define and order it: 
Treaty as a mechanism for relocating the Other: Self- reflexivity and the ethical subject: The 
Waitangi Tribunal’s vision is that, having reconciled ourselves with the past and possessing a full 
understanding of the Treaty of Waitangi, Māori and non- Māori New Zealanders will be 
equipped to create a future for two peoples as one nation. The key to promoting the Treaty as 
a mechanism for relocating or moving beyond the Other is a commitment to a partnership that 
is underpinned by the principles of respect, dialogue, mutual recognition and reciprocity. This 
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involves at various times, and between both parties, the relinquishing of power. Admittedly, it is 
the dominant element of any hierarchy of power that must first abandon their central position; 
however, in gaining any newfound autonomy and sovereignty the disempowered must also be 
wary of their susceptibility to the power of the binary mode and reasserting an alternative 
hierarchy. It is this fine balance between power and liberation, and renewed oppression that 
Māori and Pākehā need to navigate through together. In order to shift our understandings of 
the present we must expose the mechanisms, processes and technologies that have maintained 
the colonial binary of the past and the production of marginalised subjectivities in the present, 
of the Other. 
(ibid) 
 
Understanding these mechanisms, processes and technologies of power that impact upon 
identity and personal sovereignty through these critiques of Critical Whiteness Theory, 
enables further understanding of the maintenance of colonial binaries and how they are 
enacted by the Crown.  Colonial binaries uphold their position of power and retain 
absolute sovereignty through Indigenous dispossession and the subjectifying gaze  of 




Possession: the act or fact of possessing; the state of being possessed; ownership; Law actual 
holding or occupancy; either with or without rights of ownership; a thing possessed; plural 
property or wealth; a territorial domination of a state; control over oneself, one’s mind, etc. the 
feeling or idea itself. 
~ The Macquarie Concise Dictionary, cited by Aileen Moreton-Robinson 
 
Whiteness as property continue(s) to serve as a barrier to effective change as the system of racial 
classification operated to protect entrenched power…Whiteness as definer of legal status = (the  
right to white identity) 
~ Cheryl Harris, Whiteness as Property 
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In order to fully understand the critique of White Possession as a colonial binary, 
historical constitutive relationships between ‘race and property; rights and race; 
domination and subordination; status and economic hegemony; and White supremacy’ 
(Harris, 1993) need to be understood as the architecture of the social construction of 
‘property’ that enabled possession or possessiveness of the racialised Other. Moreton- 
Robinson explains this best: 
…central to the question of how to define White possession as a concept… is possession as the 
foundation of property; it requires physical occupation and the will and desire to possess. 
Possession of lands is imagined to be held by the King and in modernity it is the nation-state 
(the Crown) that holds exclusively possession on behalf of its subjects. Therefore, possession is 
tied to right and power. Foucault argues that right is both an instrument of, and vehicle for, the 
exercising of the multiplicity of dominations in society and the relations that enable their 
implementation. He notes that these relations are not relations of sovereignty, and argues that 
the system of right and the judicial field are enduring channels for relations of domination and 
the many forms of techniques of subjugation. For this reason, rights should not be understood 
as the establishment of legitimacy but rather the method by which subjugation is carried out. 
(2006, pp.388-389) 
 
Aileen Moreton-Robinson’s (2015) ‘The White Possessive: Property, Power and Indigenous 
Sovereignty’ synthesises Whiteness, White Identity, White Possession, White Sovereignty, 
White Mythologies and White Privilege succinctly. Her critical analysis of White Possession 
as a “Capitalist logic of dispossession” (Simpson, 2016, p. 1309) or outright theft, outlines the 
ways in which “whiteness claims property rights through entitlement to land: inheritance; 
contract making; laws that legitimise the illegal act of possession; and citizen subject making 
that naturalises Whiteness as property, and therefore structures patriarchal White 
Sovereignty through the right to possession and dispossession as a regime of power” (ibid, 
p. 1307). In this respect the colonial settler story is a narrative of how Whiteness operates 
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and maintains itself through conquest, force, violence, genocide, territory and labour. The 
colonial binary reproduced that ensures Whiteness can claim property rights becomes 
dispossession and indigeneity; possession and sovereignty, through a regime of Western 
liberal democratic legislative mechanisms (ibid, p. 1306). Moreton-Robinson advocates for 
a disruption to the colonial myth of ‘New’ (not “savage states”) Settler Societies that white- 
washed “ancient lands, ancient political orders and deep histories” (ibid, p. 1305; p. 1306) in 
exchange for the Enlightenment civilising story that now forms the basis of critiques of White 
mythology. Furthermore, Moreton-Robinson outlines ‘ownership; control; and domination 
as “possessive logics” of Patriarchal White Possession and possessiveness’ (ibid, p. xi). The 
‘regulatory mechanisms of nation-states operationalising law and legal systems; shaping 
social relations and economic development; and producing hyper visible deficit narratives 
through processes of perpetual Indigenous dispossession, racism, theft, appropriation, 
violence and territoriality’ (ibid, p. xi; p. xiii). Vis-à-vis Tiya Miles, Moreton-Robinson proposes 
“whiteness and race operate in tandem through a socially constructed 
hierarchy…racialisation produces Indigeneity through Whiteness…as a form of power, 
supremacy, hegemony, ideology, epistemology and ontology” (ibid, p. xviii). 
Her proposition regarding the authoritative bias of White Possession that constructs the 
rights-based paradigm links colonial logics of subjugation: 
White possession is more than a right… it functions to reproduce procedures of subjugation that 
are tied to racialised and racialising knowledges produced by disciplines dedicated to the 
sciences of ‘man’ (Goldberg, 1993: 149). To what extent does White possession circulate as a 
regime of truth that simultaneously constitutes White subjectivity and circumscribes the political 
possibilities of Indigenous sovereignty. How does it manifest as part of common-sense 
knowledge, decision-making and socially produced conventions and signs? 
(ibid, p. 390) 
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Cheryl Harris’s (1993) ‘Whiteness as Property’ outlines procedures of possession through 
subjugation and subjectivity resulting from the legacy of slavery and racial capitalism 
constituting White Privilege as “social and interpersonal hierarchy” (ibid, p. 1736). 
Furthermore, she provides an analysis of how White Privilege operates through a “legacy 
of slavery as a system of property” (ibid, p. 1721); that enacted ‘segregation and a right to 
exclude through conquest and racial domination, reproducing subordination’ (ibid, p. 1715; 
p. 1714; p. 1716; p. 1729); and “patterns of White racial domination, economic exploitation 
and economic logic that assume public and private privileges and expectations through 
political and social security” (ibid, p. 1713). Harris states the Whiteness of modern property 
remains entrenched in ‘racialised privilege, as it expands into “jobs”; “entitlements”; 
“licenses”; “contracts”; “subsidies”; “intangibles that are product of time”; “labour”; 
“creativity”; “intellectual property”; “business”; and “learning” (ibid, p. 1728). Therefore, the 
interrelation of property, possession and possessiveness becomes a resource, that assumes 
and legitimises a “right to use and a right to enjoy” (ibid, p. 1734). 
Harris highlights three crucial intersects of historic and modern property as embodying a 
“Right to Use and Enjoyment Resource”: 
• whiteness as property continued to serve as barriers to effective change as the system of 
racial classification operated to protect entrenched power 
• whiteness as the embodiment of white privilege transcends mere belief or preference; it 
became usable property, the subject of law’s regard and protection. In this respect, as an 
active property, has been used and enjoyed 
• whiteness as a definer of legal status and the right to white identity 
(ibid, p. 1709; p. 1734; p. 1726) 
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As written by Ruth Frankenberg in “Displacing Whiteness: Essays in Social and Cultural 
Criticism” (1997) this “deployment into social relations; daily local practices; formal and 
institutional political processes; and relationship to labour, nationhood and class” reaffirms 
the ‘importance of examining historical and contemporary Whiteness and White identity 
as both a process and performance’ (ibid). These processes and performances of White 
Possession assume “white propriety rights through appropriation, accumulation of capital 
and social appreciation” (Moreton-Robinson, 2015, p. xix) forming a colonial logic of White 
Sovereignty through the exercising of absolute biopower. 
The ways in which ‘the Treaty of Waitangi’ and the Crown operationalise Harris’ ‘Right to 
Use, Enjoy and Appropriate’ through structural legislation will be discussed in Chapter 
Four. How the dialectic relationship between the Crown and the claimants within Wai262 
emulated colonial possessiveness and possession is discussed in the Research Analysis 
chapter. 
 
Whiteness of Biopower 
 
Biopower: a power whose task…to take charge of life needs continuous regulatory and corrective 
mechanisms…such a power has to qualify, measure, appraise and hierarchise, rather than display 
itself in murderous splendour…(the) juridical institution is increasingly incorporated into a 
continuum of apparatuses whose functions are for the most part regulatory 
~ Foucault: cited in Hokowhitu and Page, Post Colonial Peace 
 
Biopower: a technology of power that seeks to consolidate the sovereignty upon which the 
nation-state anchors its power and authority…a sovereignty preconditioned upon racism 
~ Vijay Devadas, Aotearoa: Race, Terror and Sovereignty 
 
Modern biopower acts to establish, monitor and control what is normal for the human being, 
subjecting all citizens to a regime of testing and record making on every aspect of their lives, 
hence reinforcing and boosting the power of the gaze 
~ Carl Mika and Georgina Stewart, Māori in the Kingdom of the Gaze: 
Subjects or Critics? 
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At this juncture, a full understanding of the concept of biopower and how it operates as a 
relation of force by the State, and modality of Whiteness, is important to situate. 
Biopower as a theoretical concept has had many revolutions since its first inception by 
Foucault in a series of lectures titled: ‘Society Must Be Defended’ (1976); ‘Security, Territory, 
Population’ (1978) and later discussions within ‘The History of Sexuality Volume 1: The Will 
to Knowledge’ (1998). For the purpose of this thesis, and the coherence of the literature 
review, I have sought to unpack and provide definitions of biopower through contemporary 
discussions by social theorists working with the concept in particular relation to Settler 
Colonialism and biopolitics: most notably Moreton-Robinson and Scott Lauria Morgensen. 
Many of these theorists (Arendt, Agamben, Butler, Stoler, Mbembe, Wolfe, Gilroy) have 
applied the concept of biopower as a ‘state of exception’ or ‘logic of elimination’ through 
acts of genocide. The theoretical framework for this thesis touches upon aspects of these 
concepts, but primarily approaches analyses of biopower through a lens of intersectionality 
of an array of these discussions. I have selected the following definitions and explanations 
of biopower that are particularly relevant to the key themes of Whiteness critiques and can 
synthesise the discussions on structural racism throughout this thesis. Mbembe’s article on 
‘Necropolitics’ (2003) incorporates many of these discussions succinctly. His work is useful 
for considering the colonial binary of biopower and State Sovereignty through Foucauldian 
analyses: 
Biopower – that domain of life over which power has taken control; a state of exception and the 
state of siege – biopower as divider, division, and subdivision through racial segregation. 
Racism is a technology of exercising biopower as the sovereign right to kill, organise, order, 
control and protect. To exercise sovereignty is to exercise control over mortality and to define 
life as the deployment and manifestation of power; sovereignty is the capacity to define. 
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(As a binary), sovereignty is a twofold process of self-institution and self-limitation, controlling 
society’s capacity for self-creation through recourse to institutions. (Vis-à-vis Arendt), space as 
the raw material of Western rationality; Imperialism; national socialism; colonial occupation and 
sovereignty predicates sovereignty meant occupation, and occupation meant relegating the 
colonised into a third zone between subjecthood and objecthood, racially demarcated. 
(ibid, p. 12; p. 16; p. 17; p. 27; p. 13; p. 23; p. 26) 
 
Moreton Robinson also considers extending Foucault’s concept of biopower to become 
synonymous with the coloniality of racialised sovereignty: 
Foucault argues that race surfaces as a biological construct in the late 18th century because 
disciplinary knowledges came into being and regulatory mechanisms were developed to control 
the population. He describes this form of power as biopower, arguing that race became a means 
of regulating and defending society from itself. That is, war continues in modernity in different 
forms, while sovereignty shifts from a concern with society defending itself from external attacks 
to focus on its internal enemies. Race became the means through which the state’s exercise of 
power is extended from one of ‘to let live or die’, to one of ‘to let live and to make live’. While  
Foucault acknowledges there is a relationship between biopower and colonisation in Society 
Must Be Defended, he does not extend his analysis of sovereignty to the colonial context. While 
the limitations of Foucault’s work on colonisation have been addressed by a number of 
postcolonial theorists (e.g. Bhabha, 1994; Young, 1995), most fail to pursue the specific 
ramifications of these limitations on our understanding of the issue of Indigenous sovereignty. 
In contrast, I believe the use of Foucault’s idea of biopower to explicitly address the context of 
a ‘postcolonising’ nation (Moreton-Robinson, 2003) will produce a new understanding of how 
Whiteness operates through the racialised application of disciplinary knowledges and regulatory 
mechanisms, which function together to preclude recognition of Indigenous sovereignty. 
(2006, pp 386-387) 
Vijay Devadas’ paper ‘Aotearoa: Race, Terror, and Sovereignty’ (2008) ties in the nexus of 
biopower and State disciplinary relational force that bares the ‘right to’ regulate structural 
racism through colonial logics of inclusion and exclusion: 
I wish to explore the consolidation of state sovereignty through the technology of biopower and 
the centrality of racism to this. Sovereign power, according to Foucault, works through two 
oppositional and complementary technologies of power: disciplinary power, which emerged 
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sometime in the seventeenth century, and biopower, which emerged around the late 
eighteenth/early nineteenth centuries. These two complementary technologies of power upon 
which state sovereignty relies to authorise its legitimacy mark the two rights of sovereignty: the 
first right – ‘to take life or let live’– is constituted under the regime of disciplinary power, while 
the second right – ‘to make live and to let die’ is constituted under the regime of biopower. 
Biopower thus marks a modality of government that is concerned with the population, or more 
precisely with the strategic management of population. Sovereign power is now invested in 
deploying various regularising technologies of power to organise the population so as to 
maximise its value as resource. Biopower seeks to bring ‘life and its mechanisms into the realm 
of explicit calculations’; calculations that seek to quantify, measure, objectify, and classify the 
forces of life in ways or relations that ‘maximise and extract forces’ most productively. In that 
sense, both biopower and disciplinary power seek to set up social relations to extract maximum 
potential. This new mode of government, of sovereignty, organises the forces of life, 
determining which lives live and die, which can be murdered and which should not be, in the 
name of the well-being of the population…. (I)nscribing racism ‘as the basic mechanism of the 
State … [and] as a result the modern State can scarcely function without becoming involved with 
racism at some point. Racism thus works to fragment the forces of life that power controls, ‘a 
way of separating out the group that exist within a population’. Thus the first function of racism 
is to fragment the biopolitical field and construct regimes of inclusion and exclusion. 
(ibid, pp. 138-139; p. 140) 
 
The following citations from Brad Elliot Stone’s paper ‘Defending Society from the 
Abnormal: The Archaeology of Bio-Power’ (2004) provide a helpful statement to complete 
the nexus of biopower as a paradigm of race, war and sovereignty; predicated upon 
narratives of White Mythology and White Possession: 
the power of normalisation established through different institutions, history was a tool of 
sovereign legitimising power; a genealogical and memorial function to reinforce power through 
sovereignty; a classical notion of history was to legitimise sovereignty through an “impartial” 
retelling of events questioning impartiality as historical truths are based upon which side of the 
battle you are on. 
(ibid, p. 79; p. 81; p.86; p. 85) 
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To conclude this section, and as explained previously, the central crux for the theoretical 
framework of this thesis to examine biopower as a modality of Whiteness, drew its 
inspiration from a set of research methodology questions presented by Aileen Moreton- 
Robinson (2006). “Proposing an urgent assessment of how and where Whiteness; race; 
biopower; and indigenous sovereignty intersect” (ibid, p. 387), Moreton-Robinson poses the 
following question: “how does biopower work to produce whiteness as an invisible norm and 
does it function as a tactic and strategy of race war? (ibid, p. 388)”. Within this proposition, 
she unpacks the relationships between race, sovereignty and war, and ties together four 
crucial intersects: 
• white possession as a mode of rationality functions within disciplinary knowledges, 
regulatory mechanisms, defining and circumscribing Indigenous Sovereignty 
 
• whiteness as a significant racial characteristic of the biopolitical State 
 
• white possession as a truth regime of white subjectivity 
 
• whiteness of patriarchal sovereignty cannot function without biopower 
(ibid, p. 384; p. 387; p. 388; p. 390) 
 
Through a ‘judicio-political status and rights/reparations based “agreement making” 
framework of Western law, Moreton-Robinson weaves together a Foucauldian/Anne 
Laura Stoler (2003) analysis of how ‘settler’ nation-states operationalise biopower through 
a number of fictitious narratives and subjectivities derived from universal liberalism and 
patriarchal white sovereignty predicated on war’ (ibid, p. 387; p. 388). Furthermore, she 
critiques both “race beyond indigeneity” and “rights as a weapon of war” (ibid, p. 387) due 
to the racism embedded in the foundations of patriarchal white sovereignty; and the 
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“matrix of biopower” that utilises the ‘power and possession paradigm of law, rights, 
sovereignty that constructs State Sovereignty and Indigenous Sovereignty as counter- 
opposing concepts and ties property, land, domination and occupation into a “mode of 
rationality” that ties rights and power as the foundation of White Possession’ (ibid, p. 389). 
Her critique calls for the need for analysing the “relationship between Indigenous 
Sovereignty and State Sovereignty that’s processes of war and strategies and tactics of 
power enforce the rulers and the ruled, and biopower as a normalising regime for 
Indigenous Sovereignty struggles’ (ibid, p. 386; p. 387). Moreton–Robinson concludes 
“whiteness as a racial characteristic of the biopolitical state operates as political rationality” 
(ibid).  This matrix of biopower was very much evident throughout Wai262, and particularly 
representative as a colonial binary: the Crown as the biopolitical State enacting 
characteristics of white political rationality. 
 
Conclusion: The Power versus ‘Partnership’ dilemma 
 
(If the) coloniser and the colonised have different meanings of sovereignty – a boundary to be 
defended rather than partnership…are countries founded on 19th Century colonialism capable 
of taking indigeneity seriously as a 21st century challenge…is co-existence possible when distinct 
people’s with diverse cultures, make equally legitimate claims to the same stretch of land? 
~ Maaka and Fleras, Engaging Indigeneity: challenge, 
resistance and transformation 
 
This chapter sought to situate the key themes of Whiteness Studies, used as the 
theoretical framework, in order to enable critical interpretations of Wai262. Through an 
examination of key theorists of Whiteness literature, I explored discussions that could 
further expand analyses of colonial power to examine how biopower operates 
synonymously with Settler Colonial White Sovereignty. These discussions structure the 
theoretical and conceptual framework for conducting the content analysis of the Wai262,
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 and provided key themes to search for: the direction of power; the presence of colonial 
binaries; and colonial logics of exclusion, assimilation, White Possession and White 
Possessiveness. 
The following chapter details the chosen research methodologies that support this thesis 
enquiry; and are able to produce ethical, counternarratives while conducting a thematic, 
comparative analysis of cultural inferences communicated within Wai262; and investigate 
the key themes explored through the literature review in order to examine what processes 
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Chapter 2 Research Methods and Methodology 
 
7 
Because communication in institutions tends to go beyond unaided readers’ scope of 
comprehension, content analyses that probe into institutional properties call for analytical 
instruments and theories that, like microscopes, telescopes, and computer intelligence, provide 
inferential access to social realities that are too complex to be accessible otherwise 
~ Klaus Krippendorff, Content Analysis 
 
Introduction: Ethical Narratives 
 
This thesis was shaped as much by research methods and methodologies, as it was by its 
central research question. It is important to situate the relevance of how this thesis was 
shaped, which led to the discovery of Content Analysis to become the chosen methodology. 
 
7 Emily Karaka, Te Uri o te Ao, 1995 
Karaka’s work has “been centred around the Treaty of Waitangi as the founding document, as the base of 
legislation and government in this country . . . It’s to do with tino rangatiratanga [sovereignty], our atua [gods], 
our taonga [treasures], land rights, living rights, arts and cultural rights guaranteed in that foundation 
document” (Karaka, 1997). 
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The aim, purpose, choice of method, and intention of this thesis, all spoke to a personal 
and professional desire to contribute towards social transformation through meaningful and 
impactful research. The desire to produce meaningful and impactful research, prompted a 
theoretical journey influenced by Critical Indigenous theorist Linda Tuhiwai Smith’s (2012) 
concept of ‘counter-narrative’. Challenging mainstream, institutional narratives produced 
by colonial research methodologies raised a significant set of self- reflexive questioning, of 
how research is meaningful and impactful, and to whom. In her seminal work ‘Decolonising 
Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples’, Tuhiwai Smith’s proposal of the 
following guidelines as critical questions to consider ethics as methodology, had a direct 
impact upon the conceptual and methodological direction of my research project: 
Whose research is it? Who owns it? Whose interests does it serve? Who will benefit from it? Who 
has designed its questions and framed its scope? Who will carry it out? Who will write it up? 
How will its results be disseminated? 
(2012, p. 10) 
 
These questions function as core principles and protocols of Critical Indigenous Theory, and 
as a guiding framework for Decolonising Methodology. Referred to as “a critical politics of 
interpretation” (Denzin; Lincoln & Smith, 2014, p. 12), the principles of these questions 
enable researchers to “interrupt the practice of subjectifying, positivist, research practices” 
(ibid, p. 19). This interruption as an act of resistance, enables the opportunity to generate 
decolonial narratives. As this chapter will illustrate, Content Analysis is a methodology that 
can function as an act of resistance and of disruption; support and generate decolonial 
counternarratives; and produce meaningful, socially transformative research through its 
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framework of tools for interpretation. In addition to Tuhiwai Smith's questions as guidelines 
for ethical methodology, I found the following excerpt on the concept of ‘Critical Personal 
Narrative as Counternarrative’ particularly helpful as a solution to my personal dilemma of 
creating meaningful and impactful research: 
Critical personal narratives are counternarratives, testimonies, auto ethnographies, performance 
texts, stories and accounts that disrupt and disturb discourse by exposing the complexities and 
contradictions that exist under official history. The critical personal narrative is a central genre of 
contemporary decolonising writing. As a creative analytic practice, it is used to criticise 
“prevailing structures and relationships of power and inequality in a relational context"(Mutua & 
Swadener, 2004, p. 16). 
(2012, p. 16) 
 
Critical Personal Narrative therefore, operates as a methodology of its own. As individual 
voices that have risen in solidarity to form a collective critical narrative, Tuhiwai Smith’s 
elaboration of indigenous methodological approaches centred outside of ethnocentric 
assumptions and oppressive mainstream narratives, helped me to begin to understand the 
concept of a collective voice or collective voices, and frameworks of indigenous 
methodology created and adopted for Māori by Māori in New Zealand Aotearoa: Kaupapa 
Māori Research. Kaupapa Māori research evolved out of “localised critical theory: self- 
determining through principles of absolute sovereignty/tino rangatiratanga” (ibid). 
The objective to use Content Analysis methodology was to embolden voices of localised 
theory and knowledge, and challenge narratives of institutionalised power by exposing the 
complexities and contradictions of New Zealand Aotearoa's official history that dominates 
social and political relations and circulates truth claims. 
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Taking into account the concepts, methods, principles and protocols of Critical Indigenous 
Theory, I decided to create a counternarrative of my own. To do so, I investigated alternate 
methodological approaches that could simulate a discussion, or mimic a dialogue, in order 
to analyse relationships of power and oppression within the ‘Wai262: Ko Aotearoa Tēnei’ 
report. The essence of my desire to support and aid the disruption of dominant narratives 
and methodologies, and instead produce decolonial counter-narratives, directly impacted 
my decision to move away from mainstream approaches of anthropological participatory 
research practices. I wanted to abandon normative practices and narratives derived from 
ethnographic, field-based interview enquiry, enmeshed in problematic ethics and obtrusive 
processes. Moving away from the colonial binary of interviewer/interviewee-based research 
methods meant I was able to create a counternarrative by ‘repositioning my enquiry and 
interpretation to reject narratives that insisted upon empowering and emancipating 
subjugated voices’ (ibid, p. 19). A positionality that is still aligned with imbalances of power, 
agency and (mis)representation, despite its opposing claims. To strengthen this disruption 
further, Tuhiwai Smith lists a number of methodological approaches central to 
“counterhegemonic” research practices and in order to incorporate ethical research 
protocols: “critical race theory”; “anti/post-colonial studies"; “social transformation”; and 
“social justice" (2005, p.87). Counterhegemonic approaches, alike counter-narratives, 
advocate for decolonising research and promote ways to disrupt dominant anthropological 
and ethnographical methods and ways of communicating that continue to “study the 
Other" (ibid). The process of self-reflection that rejects ‘other-ising’ and moves toward 
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socially-transformative research underpinned by decolonising methods, becomes a circular 
and symbiotic relationship to both self and theoretical application. 
 
Through this process of self-reflection and symbiosis, emerged how respect becomes 
circular, or the concept of ‘reciprocity’ (manaaki ki te tangata), that I would come to learn 
about along my research journey. Tuhiwai Smith's journal article ‘On Tricky Ground: 
Researching the Native in the Age of Uncertainty’ (2005) provided further guidance relating 
to principles and protocols that could assist with interrupting subjective, positivist research 
practices that reinforce studying the ‘other’ with subjugating lenses. The following principles 
of researcher respect spoke to me the loudest: 
• Aroha ki te tangata – respect to allow people to define their own space and meet on their 
own terms 
• Titiro, Whakarongo…Kōrero – looking, listening, and (maybe) speaking. Develop an 
understanding before speaking 
• Kia Tupato – be cautious, be culturally safe, be self-reflective 
• Whakawhanaungatanga – giver versus receiver in relation to knowledge 
• Manaaki ki te tangata – reciprocal and respectful critical sensitivity flows both ways 
• Tikanga – Mauri, whakapapa, cultural values, relationships, doing it ‘right’ 
(ibid, p. 98) 
 
These ethical principles and protocols strongly influenced the conceptual process of 
developing my research questions, reinforcing the caution I already felt, as a non-Māori 
researcher, and as a Pākehā, not to make cultural assumptions; investigate, conclude, or 
speak on behalf of Māori. At this juncture, with these ethics in mind, and the positionality 
and proximity I felt in relation to voices of Māori and the Crown, I decided to pursue an 
enquiry that aligned my own critical personal narrative as an ally of Māori, but repositioned 
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the focus back onto the colonial Oppressor: the voice of the Crown. This would be the 
positionality I would adopt when analysing the content of the ‘Wai262: Ko Aotearoa Tēnei’ 
report. The report provided an opportunity to undertake a research project that could 
access the voice of the Crown when being challenged to consider abuses by the State. 
Klaus Krippendorff (2019) stated in this chapter’s opening epigraph, ‘accessibility and 
comprehension of institutional communication and the social realities they construct, is 
often complex and inferential access is required’. Therefore, this research project required 
a method suitable to examine the conversations that take place within ‘Wai262: Ko Aotearoa 
Tēnei’ through a Content Analysis of the recorded dialogue between the claimants and the 
Crown, and their respective findings, recommendations and responses. In order to support 
decolonial, counterhegemonic methodologies and contribute to counternarratives of the 
politics of interpretation, the theoretical framework to support the topic of this thesis was 
as crucial as the intent to create meaningful and impactful research. The commitment to 
reject producing yet another ‘well-meaning’ Development-induced study perpetuating 
deficit and victimhood narratives objectifying Māori, turned my focus back onto structural 
and systemic oppressions responsible for generating these narratives. The topic was 
therefore, born out of my own critical personal counternarrative, that sought to examine 
the concept of ‘Whiteness’ (systemic racism) in relation to New Zealand Aotearoa: how 
Whiteness was defined, experienced and by whom; and what mainstream discourses and 
narratives were referencing the critique of Whiteness literature. 
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The ever-increasing, inaccessible ‘social reality’ of colonially-institutionalised Whiteness 
within New Zealand Aotearoa and what can be done to disrupt its invisibility, became the 
starting point of this research project. The ways in which the coloniality of Whiteness has 
embedded itself into social relationships; how institutions communicate structural racism; 
and the relationship to that communication, became the conceptual framework for 
constructing the thesis’s main research questions. Consequently, these questions would also 
form the investigative framework to structure the Content Analysis of the ‘Wai262: Ko 
Aotearoa Tēnei’ report. In considering narrative and counter narrative enquiry, this research 
project also sought to identify theoretical research gaps in the critique of Whiteness Studies 
when related to New Zealand Aotearoa. In particular, how historic intergenerational trauma 
(HIT) as a result of Settler Colonial violence, continues to reproduce systemic assimilation of 
Māori and Treaty breaches by the Crown. I was interested to examine whether this was 
replicated or observable within the Wai262 report. Whether the dialectic relationship 
between the Crown and the claimants reflected this, and what themes played out within the 
content of the report as a dialogue. The notion of a two-way dialogue, or how circular the 
conversational narrative would appear, and whether this was representational of biopower 
or partnership, led me back to reciprocity as a principle of Critical Indigenous Theory and 
Decolonising Methodology. As suggested by Tuhiwai Smith, one of the principles of ethical 
methodology manaaki ki te tangata: ‘the concept and values of reciprocal and respectful 
critical sensitivity, as an overarching consideration throughout consultation, negotiation, 
recognition, involvement, benefits, outcomes and agreements’ (2005, p. 100) helped me to 
design all aspects of the research project: from initial conceptualisation of the main topic; 
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research questions; chosen methodology; through to content analysing and collating the 
results against applicable theory and literature. The idea of reciprocity, how it functioned 
and was communicated between the voice of the Crown and the voices of the claimants, 
became the basis for a theme to examine within the Content Analysis using the following 
central research questions: 
• what type of coded language or key phrases are used within ‘Wai262: Ko Aotearoa 
Tēnei’ that reinforces the Coloniser-colonised binary? 
• what processes of colonialism and structural domination are embedded within this  
report? 
 
These questions then centred the ethical purpose of this research project to conduct a 
Content Analysis of the report findings of claim ‘Wai262: Ko Aotearoa Tēnei’ in order to 
thematically assess the Crown responses to findings and recommendations in order to 
determine their authenticity and political willingness to action the outcomes suggested. 
The next section of this chapter, explains in detail the chosen methodology of Content 
Analysis; how it has enabled a thematic, comparative analysis of cultural inferences 
communicated within the Waitangi Tribunal report ‘Wai262: Ko Aotearoa Tēnei’ and served as 
an analytical instrument to investigate what processes and reproductions of colonial 
structural domination (Whiteness) are embedded within the report. 
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Content Analysis Methodology 
 
Content Analysis is one of the most important research techniques in the social sciences. It 
acknowledges that society is enacted in talk, texts, and other modalities of communication and  
that understanding social phenomena cannot be achieved without understanding how 
language operates in the social world. Content analysts inquire into social phenomena by 
treating data not as physical events but as communications that are created and disseminated  
to be seen, read, interpreted, enacted, and reflected upon according to the meanings they have 
for their recipients. 
~ Klaus Krippendorff, Content Analysis 
 
The choice of Content Analysis as an analytical method was a conscious decision to move 
away from mainstream approaches of participatory research practices and field based 
interview enquiry, enmeshed in problematic ethics and obtrusive processes. Cognisant of 
the danger in perpetuating colonial narratives further, the research topic and method to be 
conducted, was crucial to ensuring historically dominant Western, Eurocentric frameworks 
did not inadvertently over shadow the intention and purpose of this research project. 
The majority of this chapter situates the ways in which Content Analysis methodology is 
able to address these issues. In order to probe into the systemic language of Whiteness, 
how it operates and how it communicates, an analytical instrument that could combat 
institutional inaccessibility while remaining unobtrusive was required. This desire led to a 
point of departure for Content Analysis as a narrative-based technique to be the chosen 
methodology; which stemmed from a theoretical process of selection, that arrived at an 
intersection of ethical intention. As the beginning of this chapter has explained, this 
intersection was an overlap between aims and objectives from frameworks of Critical 
Indigenous Theory, and principles and protocols of Decolonising Methods that situated 
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ethics as a methodology. A synthesis of counter-narrative; critical personal narrative; and 
ethical narrative. Recent Content Analysis methodology literature is primarily provided by 
two texts, one written by Klaus Krippendorff and one by Klaus Neuendorf. Many other texts 
of content analysis from social scientists of varying academic disciplines source and 
reference Krippendorff’s comprehensive knowledge of qualitative Content Analysis. There 
is currently not another text available that surpasses his work on the methodology, therefore I 
have worked closely and in depth with his text to formulate this chapter. 
Similarly, to Linda Tuhiwai Smith’s unsurpassed resource ‘Decolonising Methodologies’, 
Krippendorff’s seminal text ‘Content Analysis: An Introduction to its Methodology’ (2019) 
has retained its theoretical significance forty years after its initial publication in 1980. 
Subsequent editions have continued to shape and define analytical research methods, and 
the fourth edition published in 2019 will be instrumental in the future of digital data analysis. 
Krippendorff’s Content Analysis methodology caught my attention because of the parallels 
and synthesis shared with Tuhiwai Smith’s ethical, decolonising methodology. 
Krippendorff presented three questions echoing critical indigenous theory: 
1. What matters in people’s social lives? 
2. What motivates and inspires our society? 
3. How do we enact what we know? 
(ibid, back cover) 
 
These questions spoke directly to the aim, purpose and intention of my research project, 
and gave me confidence that I had identified an appropriate method to accomplish my 
research objectives. The following excerpt from Krippendorff was perhaps the most 
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influential in choosing Content Analysis as a suitable method and also spoke to the politics 
of interpretation: 
As a method it has the advantage of being unobtrusive…not affecting the sources or receivers 
of what is being analysed…it can exceed comprehension, findings can mediate between 
individuals and challenge the operation of institutions 
(ibid, p. xii) 
 
Moreover, Krippendorff described Content Analysis as an “unobstructive technique. The 
subject's awareness of being tested or observed doesn’t apply, unlike scientific inquiries. 
The experimenter/interviewer interaction, their effects and influences also don’t apply” (ibid, 
p. 47). The continual references to ethical, political and socially transformative aspirations 
and motivations that Content Analysis could advocate for, aligned with my desire to utilise 
analytical tools of resistance and activism to produce meaningful research. 
The historical origins and background of Content Analysis provided a political alignment 
to the conceptual framework of my research project. Krippendorff traces the origins of 
Content Analysis back to ‘theological studies in the 16th and 17th century that evolved from 
religious inquiry of non-religious written material; 20th century journalism that saw the rise 
of mass production of newsprint require quantitative newspaper analysis; and the cultural 
hegemony of media and politics that saw the 1930s and 1940s devise public opinion analysis 
in the forms of survey and polling research, electronic media, radio and television (ibid, p.10; 
p. 11; p. 12; p. 13). He also investigated the impact of ‘WW2 identity propaganda, subliminal 
messaging and totalitarian communication linked to Fascism and Nazi Germany’ (ibid, p. 
15) on the role of Content Analysis as a tool to evaluate ‘how institutions transmit 
communication; manufacture political symbols, stereotypes, representations; and how 
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national identity, cultural inferences and the creation of “self” and “other” vis-à-vis Laswell’s 
(1938) psychoanalytical theory of politics’ (2019, p. 13). This drew parallels to the concept of 
critical politics of interpretation. This historical reference to WW2 as instigating ‘institutional 
category making; classification; and cultural indicators requiring analysis, Krippendorff 
proposes was responsible for cognitive and personal structure analysis and thematic 
apperception tests (TAT). Tests that utilised psycho-analytic techniques to observe and 
analyse individual, group, collective and cultural behaviour and exchange; commonalities 
and differences through interviews, focus groups, conversations and verbal records’ (ibid, 
p. 17). He attributes the birth of ‘anthropologists, ethnographers, historians, myths, folktales, 
riddles, kinship studies and mediated communication’ (ibid, p. 18) to this period of psycho- 
analysis. These acknowledgements from Krippendorff aligned with my concerns of ‘Other- 
ising’. There was a familiarity and parallel here with the work of Homi Bhabha (2004) and 
his concept ‘colonial enunciation’ when analysing the language of the Crown. 
With the development of the technological revolution, Krippendorff describes the period of 
the ‘1950s – 1970s moves from human-based Content Analysis to computer-based Content 
Analysis with the introduction of computer-based software for digital data; text analysis; 
mechanical translation and retrieval; algorithms, coding and AI’ (2019, p. 18). For the 
purpose of this research project, and due to the scope of the study, the method of 
qualitative human- based Content Analysis will be employed rather than digitised computer-
aided software. The following paragraph by Krippendorff describes the development of 
Content Analysis as a method. The last three sentences provided key concepts to consider 
when undertaking the content analysis of the report: 
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In the 1970’s, Content Analysis was a research method that had entered the psychological and 
social sciences but was used mainly by journalists and communication researchers. During that 
time, the amount of human effort required to collect, transcribe, and code textual data made 
Content Analysis a time- consuming, labour-intensive, and often costly effort that limited the 
scope of what it could address. However, it became an effective alternative to public opinion 
research and a method of tracking markets, political influence, and emerging ideas. It was used 
to detect biases in reporting of facts, settle legal disputes, understand how institutions establish 
themselves in the texts they produce, and explore the mind of individuals through what they 
said or wrote. 
(ibid, p. xiii) 
 
Krippendorff’s human-based, contemporary Content Analysis methodology consists of the 
following qualitative approaches he believes operate as emancipatory tools to critically 
disrupt, deconstruct, rearticulate or reinterpret socially and culturally conditioned 
(mis)understandings and (mis)representations into new narratives, conceptualisations and 
understandings’: 
• Discourse analysis 
• Social constructivist analysis 
• Rhetorical analysis 
• Ethnographic content analysis 
• Conversation analysis 
(ibid, p. 21; p. 22) 
His proposal that Ethnographic Content Analysis is “reliant on indigenous conceptions and 
epistemology, rather than analysts’ imposition of theory” (ibid, p. 27) aligned with 
sociological enquiry and Critical Indigenous Theory methods that advocate for flexibility and 
fluidity for new concepts and directions to arise within their own ‘journey of discovery’ (Heck, 
2018) and have the ability to generate counter narratives. Furthermore, to paraphrase 
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Krippendorff, he defines three distinguishing characteristics and three styles of 
contemporary Content Analysis that enable disruption as an analytical instrument: 
1. Empirically grounded method – exploratory in process and predictive or inferential in intent. 
“psycho-logic” – not just a one-way linear transmittal of information, but an inquiry into the 
relationship between the conversation- what does this content mean to people? What does 
the content enable or prevent? What does the information conveyed by the content do to 
them? 
2. Transcends traditional notions of content, symbols and intents. Communication has 
undergone six conceptual revolutions: the idea of messages, how verbal discourse becomes 
portable when written and its effects on significance, rhetorical, meaningfulness and 
influence; the idea of channels and the constraints on the medium; the idea of 
communication, how it establishes relations, negotiations and constitutes power; the idea of 
systems, how they universalise communications; the idea of computation, how this shapes 
communication through algorithms; the idea of reality as discursively co-constructed, how 
text can actively support or challenge social realities and language can become 
collaborations and interdependent realities. 
3. A methodology of its own. Progressively changing with society as larger contexts/textual 
data and large scale content analyses require collaboration, electronic data requires software 
and how we define what is really contained, intended, conveyed and how we derive our 
judgements as a result. (“procedural logic”) p.6. 
 
1. Text-driven content analyses: “fishing expeditions”. Research questions emerge throughout 
the reading 
2. Problem-driven content analyses: motivated by epistemic questions about inaccessible 
phenomena or processes the analysts believe texts are able to answer. Research questions 
are already formed and analytical paths follow. 
3. Method-driven content analyses: motivated by known analytical procedures to areas 
previously explored by other means. 
(ibid, p. 1-2; p. 384) 
 
Krippendorff offers several definitions of Content Analysis as a methodological tool for 
analysing metaphor: 
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• an analysis of symbols and themes to ascertain meaning and probable effect 
• an analysis of “meanings, contents, intentions, references, communications and what they 
do 
• an analysis of what is being observed and articulated; what language is created and how it 
is constructed and enacted; and the ability to reflect on the impact and be held accountable 
for the realities that their theories construct 
(ibid, p. xiv; p. xii) 
 
As an analytical tool, he proposes Content Analysis allows examination of what is “contained 
in a text; becomes a property of the source of the text; and emerges in the process of a 
researcher analysing the text in a particular context” (ibid, p. 25). This concept is crucial to 
understanding and identifying how hegemonic research practices operate and can 
therefore, be disrupted. According to Krippendorff, Content Analysis employs techniques 
that offer objective, systematic, replicable and valid approaches to generating research 
data, as well as the yielded results. Drawing upon the term “implicit representationalism” 
(ibid, p. 26), as a result of the impact and influence mass-media and industrial producers 
imprinted on communication, Krippendorff quotes Holsti’s (1969) concept of “containers of 
meaning” as central to the conceptual framework of Content Analysis (cited in: 2019, p. 26). 
‘Moving metaphor or content beyond one meaning per message, Krippendorff vis-à-vis 
Holsti expands the notion of an encoding/decoding paradigm to a set of characteristics the 
analyser should question, similarly to Tuhiwai Smith: what; how; whom; who; and why’ (ibid). 
Krippendorff states that Content Analysis allows for a qualitative approach to interpretation 
of metaphor and meaning. Techniques involve “counting the characters”; “categorising 
expressions”; “ascertaining associations, connotations, denotations, and commands”; 
“describing logical structures of composition”; enabling “multiple not singular meanings” 
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(ibid, p. 28). He discusses the core conceptual framework of Content Analysis as the ability 
to “go beyond the physicality of the text" (ibid, p. 29) via two central techniques he calls 
“manifest" and “inference” (ibid). Manifest refers to the “meanings/content that can invoke 
feelings, cause behavioural changes and alter perceptions" (ibid). He then synthesises 
Holsti’s (1969) three principle purposes relating to communication, that form analytical 
constructs: 
to describe manifest characteristics by asking what, how and to whom something is said; to 
make inferences as to the antecedents by asking why something is said; and to make inferences 
as to the consequences of asking with what effects something is said. 
(2019, p. 53) 
 
Content analysts use a range of analytical constructs in order to observe what is not being 
said, and what happens when these messages are extrapolated and then challenged. (ibid, 
p. 79). Analytical constructs are used in order to expand upon inferring what analysts already 
know, suspect or assume about the context of a text and how to extrapolate data to validate 
their hypothesis (ibid, p. 178). Data as a relational or conversational function, informs power 
issues through utterances or speech acts, restrictions, constraints, dynamics. (ibid, p. 73; p. 
74). How power then is enacted, received and undone. How patterns are identified, 
repeated, reinforced and what alternatives are offered to break these repetitions and 
perpetuations. (ibid, p. 77). Krippendorff lists the following analytical constructs in order to 
assess what is “being omitted or hidden assumptions: the ability to read between the lines; 
detect latent meanings; hear or observe silences; and discover hidden motivations” (ibid, p. 
148). Krippendorff vis-à-vis Laswell (1960) argues that the “transmission of social heritage 
from one generation to the next is a result of institutional roles and control” (2019, p. 79). 
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This statement will be key in developing a hypothesis on how institutionalised assimilation 
results in historic intergenerational trauma; and in particular reference to the correlation 
between the Tohunga Suppression Act of 1907 and the corresponding loss of rongoā Māori 
resulting in a crisis of intergenerational Māori health. Content Analysis therefore, enables 
researchers to assess “evidence of ranking” (ibid, p. 173) and “hierarchies of inclusion” (ibid, 
p. 152) within the content and layout of published texts. 
 
As a ‘broad-based definition, Content Analysis is a research technique that enables 
inferences to be made from texts’ (White & Marsh, 2006). Inference is related to a particular 
type of logic in which to deduce and extrapolate conclusions from. Inferences operate as 
observations, propositions and identify generalisations. They also can uncover “linguistic re- 
presentation; institutional processes; and conversation” (ibid). He explains the terminology 
linguistic re-presentations as an ‘indicating or naming mechanism; forming a data language 
through the analysis of narratives, morals, perspectives, observations, and the relationships 
between what is imaginable and becomes realisable. Linguistic re-presentations are 
indicators through how content is mapped, spoken, and therefore constructed. The 
sequences, consistencies, inconsistencies and what is depicted or described can infer 
emotions, beliefs and assumptions (ibid, p. 69). These are core frameworks to systematically 
conduct a Content Analysis of ‘Wai262: Ko Aotearoa Tēnei’. 
Krippendorff categorises ‘three types of inferences: deductive; inductive; and abductive’ 
(ibid, p. 43). He defines deductive inferences as: 
logically conclusive, proceeding from generalisations to particulars; inductive inferences as 
proceeding from generalisations to similar conclusions, and have a probability of being correct. 
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They are the reverse direction of deductive in that they proceed from particulars to 
generalisations. Abductive inferences proceed logically and move from one particular to another 
kind of particular; they are central to Content Analysis as they are not directly observable and 
provide conclusions that are a combination of statistical knowledge, theory, experience and 
intuition in order to answer their research questions within the Content Analysis text. 
(ibid, p. 45) 
These techniques become an approach to assist the researcher in applying purpose and 
structure to the Content Analysis. By “imposing a structure on the data analysis process for 
efficiency and analysable results" (ibid, p.48). Krippendorff explains “prescriptive purpose"; 
“analytical purpose"; and “methodological purpose", as the ‘guiding principles for 
conceptualisation and design; facilitation of critical examination and comparison; and 
performance criteria, precautionary standards and evaluation’ (ibid, p. 37). Furthermore, 
these techniques encourage the researcher to “read with a purpose and read with a 
research question in mind in order to ground Content Analysis empirically through the 
pursuit of valid answers to the research questions” (ibid, p. 39). 
Krippendorff synthesises the role of purpose with the role of context, and both share an 
overlap. Acknowledging the context of a Content Analysis: “how the text came to be"; “what 
it means”; and “what it can tell or do" (ibid, p. 40) strengthens the purpose, and in turn 
enables the researcher to apply “knowledge in the form of scientific theory”; “plausibly 
argued propositions”; “empirical evidence”; and “grounded intuition” (ibid) to their reading 
habits. “Content Analysis requires the chosen context to be clear and explicit in order to be 
comprehensible and validatable in principle" (ibid, p. 41, p. 46). The context of the content, 
and how purpose is related, becomes a main ‘analytical construct for Content Analysis to 
assess correlations: the linear and non-linear relationships between inferences, intentions, 
utterances; and how they interrelate’ and initiate (ibid). Correlations alike inferences, 
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operate as indicators, assertions and identify normalisations. As the central conceptual 
framework for Content Analysis, searching for inferences becomes multi-functional as a 
structure for theories; as a system to instigate investigative tools; and a classification to 
standardise functions and uses of Content Analysis. (ibid, p. 51). 
Krippendorff vis-à-vis Janis (1943/1965),classifies the categories of Content Analysis: 
• Pragmatic content analysis: classification of signs of probable cause and effects 
• Semantical content analysis: classification of signs of according to their meanings 
• Designations analysis: frequency of signs of referral to 
• Attribution analysis: frequency of certain characterisations referred to 
• Assertions analysis: frequency of particular characterisations or themes referred to 
(2019, p.51) 
Citing Leites & Pool (1942) and Berelson & Lazarsfeld (1948), Krippendorff outlines  the 
four functions of Content Analysis: 
1. To confirm what is already believed 
2. To correct “optical illusions" of specialists 
3. To settle disagreements among specialists 
4. To formulate and test hypotheses about symbols 
(2019, p. 52) 
He then lists Berelson’s (1952) 17 uses of Content Analysis, of which I have selected five 
that I feel relate specifically to the method of enquiry most suitable for this research 
project: 
1. To audit communication content against objectives 
2. To identify the intentions and other characteristics of the communicators 
3. To reflect attitudes, interests, and values (cultural patterns) 
4. To reveal the focus of attention 
5. To describe attitudinal and behavioural responses to communications 
(cited in: 2019, p. 52) 
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Krippendorff explains that Content Analysis allows the “treatment of language as a system; 
an extension of or derivation of a system” (ibid, p. 54). The language of data, or content, 
which is derived from text, functions as a “bi-product of an ongoing conversation”; and a 
simulation of interviews” (ibid, p. 80; p. 147). This language has the ability to ‘infer institutional 
controls, rules, processes and codes of conduct; and system behaviour. Through the 
presence and frequency of legal, contractual, economic, political and technological 
references, qualifications and legitimisations’ (ibid, p. 77). These ‘occur or co- occur through 
indicators that assume, strengthen or weaken voice; role; intention; principles; values; 
justifications; stereotypes; prejudices; and ideologies’ (ibid, p. 147; p. 79). 
 
As explained earlier in the Chapter, this notion of language as a system, speaks to the 
work of Homi Bhabha regarding the colonial language and enunciation of Whiteness. 
The functions, purposes, inferences and uses Content Analysis employs lead to 
“extrapolations”. As advised by Krippendorff, extrapolations are “inferences of unobserved 
instances in the intervals between or beyond the observations” (ibid). They provide the 
researcher with a comprehensive investigative tool in which to draw conclusions from a 
multiplicity of perspectives and observations of what is, or can be inferred. He lists a number 
of ways to analyse institutional communication: ‘how institutional policies impact verbal 
data; the identification of components and rules that are sociological constructions; and the 
patterns of systematic relations’ (ibid, p. 55). Trends and patterns can be associated with 
‘short term and long term cycles; how they generate and impact definitions; how they 
produce constituent elements; and how they become building blocks for construction of 
general narratives’ (ibid, p. 56; p.57). He raises an interesting prospect of ‘analysing the 
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genealogies within a body of literature; in reference to the principles of citation. Who is 
citing what; what citations are used that perpetuate their stance; and how do these form 
channels of influence that can be traced and charted’ (ibid, p. 57). The frequency of 
references, citations, and general “co-occurrences”, can reveal networks of associations. 
Furthermore, Krippendorff draws upon Gerbner (1969) proposing analysts are able to 
consider how these “frequencies of occurrence form associations and priorities of what is 
important; what is right; and what is related to what” (ibid. p.59). 
Krippendorff argues inferences that Content Analysis are able to extrapolate, operate as 
forms of communication, that can become measurements to analyse system behaviour. 
How institutions prioritise and give preference to ideas, values, logic, sets up a system of 
evaluative perceptions that in turn creates a language of differences. Krippendorff explains 
it is “how differences are maintained, established, increased, decreased, correlated, 
compensated and amplified that sets up systemic behaviours that influence what is accepted 
or in dispute” (ibid, p. 59). Moreover, he explains how analysts are able to consider the ways in 
which “fictional differences become real, enacted into life by amplification” (ibid, p.60); how 
these differences generate expectations and ‘standards’ from evaluative judgments based 
on gender, identity, ethnicity, ideology, class and other classifications which can be 
objective, neutral, natural, implicit or inconsequential (ibid, p. 58; p. 61). 
Krippendorff elaborates further, that these “institutional implications” (ibid, p. 64) influence 
a “circular causality” (ibid, p. 60) through “evaluation and judgment bias”: they form truth 
(in)accuracy, impartiality, favouring of controversy or taking sides, and the standards 
become prescribed and then legitimised that in turn form another identification and 
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evaluation (ibid, p. 62’ p. 64). ‘These differences become fictional and maintain their own 
superiority in the context where an audience does not have much experience with the 
content in front of them’ (ibid, p. 60). 
 
Circular causality draws parallels with Tuhiwai Smith's consideration of reciprocity manaaki 
ki te tangata and how critical sensitivity operates in spaces of negotiation and consultation. 
Crucially relevant to my research questions, the example Krippendorff used regarding 
circular causality was ethnic, religious, national, gender, or minority-based prejudices where 
there is a lack of understanding by the general public or audience to challenge what is 
being inferred. The ability of researchers to be able to identify and evaluate “institutional 
processes” often requires the use of the concepts, categories, language of laws and 
institutional standards in order to be heard, have effect or consequence (ibid, p. 64). 
This relates back to the ethical aims of Content Analysis as being able to contribute to social 
transformation and critique institutional processes. Krippendorff suggests “communication 
within institutions is routine, relational and coordinative. It can be inaccessible or go beyond 
the readers’ scope of comprehension” (ibid, p. 75). He calls this “habitualisation” choices are 
narrowed, a prerequisite of institutionalisation (ibid,). Creating binaries or “reciprocal 
categorisation”, habits; patterns; distinctions; categories; and repetition strengthen the 
“absence of mentioning alternatives, ways of being or doing things which then reinforce 
what roles get played; what power and agency gets transferred; and what is hidden behind 
habitual practices” (ibid, p. 76). As identifiable signifiers, Krippendorff names these 
inferences “indices” or “symptoms”; they are able to indicate by way of measuring the 
“presence or absence; awareness or knowledge of; frequency of co-occurrence; strength 
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of association/s; favourable and unfavourable attitudes and attributes; and the qualifications 
that then get legitimised to construct and perpetuate beliefs, convictions, motivations 
through their direct intensity or ambiguous uncertainty” (ibid, p. 65-66). 
 
As a final note, a large component of Content Analysis relates to the components of 
recording and coding derived from digital data and computer technology. For the purpose 
of this research project, I am not going to elaborate into the techniques of coding and data 
technologies since I am not utilising any of these particular methods in my thesis. Recording 
and coding is a terminology of analogue Content Analysis processes however, and it is 
worthy of explaining the context of the definitions of these terminologies. Krippendorff 
states “recording takes place when observers, readers, or analysts, interpret and then state 
their experiences in a formal analysis. Coding relates to the process of particular 
observations and translation. Coders are required to have some familiarity of the content 
being analysed” (ibid, p. 129; p. 130). This aspect of Content Analysis will become most 
relevant to discuss when I come to conducting and collating the analysis of the report and 
index the findings from colour coded concept memos in Chapter Four. 
 
Conclusion 
This chapter has attempted to summarise the key concepts of Content Analysis 
methodology as mastered by Klaus Krippendorff; in order to provide an understanding of 
how Content Analysis techniques will structure and formulate a framework for examining 
‘Wai262: Ko Aotearoa Tēnei’. The importance and relevance of why Content Analysis was 
chosen as a method, was illustrated through exploring the parallels and synthesis between 
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Critical Indigenous Theory and Decolonising Methodology and the desire for socially 
transformative, counterhegemonic research practices. The shared connection to consider 
ethical methodologies that politically align to produce ethical, decolonial, counternarratives 
helped situate the importance of understanding the politics of interpretation that form the 
undercurrents of institutional processes and narratives that construct our political and social 
realities. The next chapter will delve deeper into the theoretical framework literature from 
Chapter One, to aid the examination of institutional processes and dominant narratives 
within the Wai262 report. The examination of structural domination and systemic 
oppression will be analysed through the lens of the critique of Whiteness; and how 
Whiteness operates as a form of Settler Colonial violence which was identifiable through a 
variety of colonial languages, frameworks and power structures. The chapter will present 
findings generated from analysing Wai262 that highlighted key phrases, collocations and 
coded language of how Whiteness was observable and reinforced within and throughout 
the report. The findings presented set up the analysis for Chapter Four, of how ‘the Treaty 
of Waitangi’ thus operates as both a disciplinary technology and mechanism for biopolitical 
normalisation, assimilation, and the ‘Right to Use, Enjoy and Appropriate’ through a matrix 
of biopower that is preconditioned by absolute White Sovereignty. 





8 Nadine Connock ‘Content Analysis: Colour Coded Concept Memos’, 2020 
Colour coding the key themes of findings as a technique of Content Analysis called Frequency Indexing 
Spider diagram. The different coloured post-it notes form colour coded categorisations. 
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Chapter 3 Research Findings 
 
More than a cluster of words or a set of grammatical rules, a language is a flash of the human 
spirit, the filter through which the soul of each particular culture reaches into the material world 
~ Wade Davis, Wai262 
 
Pākehā culture places great value on unrestricted access to knowledge and ideas, except, as we 





As explained throughout the previous chapter, Content Analysis methodology was 
chosen for its “wide range of analytical techniques to generate findings” (White and Marsh, 
2006, p. 22). These findings would then provide answers to the central research questions 
of the thesis, and satisfy the aims and objectives of this research report. The following two 
chapters integrate an explanation of the complex framework of analytical techniques of 
Content Analysis methodology that were employed; the systematic processes undertaken 
to carry out the content analysis; the importance of the aims, objectives, and research 
questions to the overall success and analysis of the research findings; and the 
corresponding results and findings that arose from conducting the textual analysis. 
This chapter focuses primarily on deconstructing narratives embedded within Wai262; 
assembling how key phrases and responses are representative of colonial language and 
colonial frameworks; and the ways in which biopower (power over partnership) was 
evident through structural, institutional colonial oppression enacted by the Crown. 
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Data Collection Process 
 
1. Conducting the Analysis: The Process of Interpretation, Framing the Narrative 
 
The framework and process of undertaking a textual, content analysis of report ‘Wai262: 
Ko Aotearoa Tēnei’ followed word for word, the description of the method of analysis 
described by both Krippendorff (2019) and Marsh and White (2006): “systematic” and 
“rigorous”. The content analysis was divided into two processes: reading and categorising. 
Although these were separate processes, they often ran in tandem to each other, and made 
for a complex exercise to conduct. The first process as recommended by Krippendorff, was 
to “read with a purpose and read with a research question in mind in order to ground the 
content analysis empirically through the pursuit of valid answers to the research questions” 
(2019, p. 39). In order to do so, a range of analytical techniques allowing for critical 
interpretation of the text was required. Familiarising myself so thoroughly with the range of 
analytical techniques of Content Analysis throughout my methodology chapter, provided a 
concrete grounding to examine the report. I had a very particular, yet complex framework 
that enabled a systematic approach to reading the report and eliciting findings. 
I created a spider diagram 9of the differing analytical techniques as a visual tool that I could 
continually refer to whilst reading the report. These techniques consisted mainly of 
Krippendorff’s “association structures”: a set of signifiers or indicators that could measure 
and infer content. Krippendorff suggested the following propositions to look out for whilst 
reading: what is (or becomes) denoted, connoted and signified through a range of 
 
9 Spider Diagram. Refer to image at page 76, footnote 8. 
A spider diagram is visual tool for organising concepts and data in a logical format using colour and spatial 
organisation to highlight intersects and attributes. 
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functions; constructs; categories; stereotypes and generalisations. Within these association 
structures, he advised to consider further indicators: utterances; inferences; metaphors; and 
correlations. Questioning where can the analyser observe overlaps, repetition, co- 
occurrence and patterns within the text, that create assertions, bias, oversimplification, 
normalising, generalising, or cause and affect statements. 
As explained in the methodology chapter, Attribution analysis and Assertions analysis were 
two of the techniques most relevant to identify intentions, objectives, attitudes, values and 
characteristics of the communicators. Marsh and White proposed that Content Analysis 
methodology was able to “characterise the communicator;…the sociocultural background 
of the communication;…and the effect of the message on the focal point determined” (2006, 
p. 27) . An analysis of the tone, utterances, speech acts, attitudes, preferences and priorities 
that were repeatedly emphasised through frequency of repetition, co-occurrence, and 
reoccurring patterns throughout the report, set a strong impression and character of the 
Crown in relation to the claimants. This analytical technique of observing association 
structures resulted in the identification of a number of repetitive utterances used by both 
the Crown and the claimants, that reflected a number of generalisations, stereotypes, 
normalising statements and influence or bias. These critical interpretations set the 
framework for building an analysis of examining the narratives of colonial language and 
how they were enunciated throughout the text. 
The following two central research questions the thesis sought to answer, formed the initial 
foci of the content analysis and the starting point for reading with a purpose; employing 
the analytical techniques described in order to successfully generate findings: 
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• What type of coded language or key phrases are used within ‘Wai262: Ko Aotearoa 
Tēnei’ that reinforce the Coloniser-colonised binary? 
 
• What processes of colonialism and structural domination are embedded within this 
report? 
 
The answers to these questions illustrated throughout this chapter, serve as a framework 
for Chapter Four, as to how these two questions informed an emerging hypothesis, that the 
central thread of relational power undermining and opposing te ao Māori and tino 
rangatiratanga within Wai262 was the overarching colonial logic of biopower (power over 
partnership) instituted by the Crown. 
 
2. Narratives of Oppression: Identifying the Direction of Power 
 
The second process of the content analysis was to record an index of frequencies: a 
categorisation of emerging themes that developed whilst reading the report; and then as 
suggested by Marsh and White: are “grouped together into multiple instances of the same 
classification” (ibid, p.40). These classifications or themes, formed part of the findings. 
This analytical technique is known in Content Analysis as ‘frequency analyses’ and was both 
qualitative and quantitative and a fundamental technique. I drew upon a synthesis of the 
instructions of Krippendorff (2019) and Marsh and White (2006) to observe and record 
emerging frequencies. How I tracked these developing concepts or “concept memos” 
(Krippendorff, 2019) as they are known, was by a system of colour coded, categorised post- 
it notes10 on each page of the report. Drawing upon Marsh and White (2006, p. 37), I 
 
10 Refer to image at page 76, footnote 8 for colour coded concept memos that helped categorise key themes 
and data findings within the report. 
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‘continued to tag key phrases and text segments within the report that corresponded to my 
research questions. Noting similarities, comparisons, patterns, relationships to particular 
patterns, prevalence’s; how they relate to each other; and the distinctive ways in which 
things were phrased until no new patterns or findings became apparent. Identifying 
emerging themes and beginning to observe any “big picture” formulations’ (ibid, p. 39), 
formed the majority of the second process that eventually deducted the final findings 
analysis. The process of critical interpretation, or reading with a purpose, started out with a 
small number of frequencies to search for; and then continued to emerge and reveal 
additional categories and constructs that further shaped the analysis. The initial concepts or 
themes representative of Whiteness; White Mythologies; and White Possession that I 
searched for, derived from my literature review, were repetitious associations with: 
• Colonial language 
• Economic and Development language underpinned by Western bias 
• Colonial frameworks 
• Biopower (power over partnership) 
 
With the background knowledge of Whiteness literature as my theoretical framework, I read 
Wai262 page by page focusing on these themes and theoretical concepts relating them 
back to my research questions. I had categorised key phrases, comments, statements, 
paragraphs and words that were associated with or representational of these themes and 
their relation to structural racialised domination (Whiteness); colour coding them into 
concept memos at the same time. Subsequently, these concept memos 11generated further 
 
11 Refer to footnote 8; image at page 76. Blue = Colonial Language; green = Economic and Development 
Language underpinned by Western bias; Pink = Colonial Frameworks; Orange = Biopower (power over 
partnership) 
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categories that expanded the notion of Bhabha’s (1994) language of ‘colonial enunciation’ 
and the communication of structural racism. By the end of the content analysis, I had 
extrapolated a frequency index that consisted of the following additional categories: 
• Word Placement / Linguistic/Semantic order/placement 
• Punctuation emphasis / Emphatic use/Quotation marks 
• What’s not being said 
• Limitations, Failures, Contradiction, Consistencies vs Inconsistencies, Hypocrisy, 
Tokenism, and Ambiguity. 
• Crown’s concerns, arguments, rejections, disagreements, responses 
• Cultural misappropriation 
• Stereotyping/Suspicion/Scepticism 
• The language of assimilation and examples of assimilation 
• Partnership Challenges 
• Historic Intergenerational Trauma (HIT) 
 
Findings 
1. Colonial Language 
Key words, phrases and themes characteristic of colonial enunciation were inferences to 
colonial binary relations. These were most evident throughout the text in the coded form 
of the following repetitions: descriptive notions of Active/passive; Strong/weak; Good/bad; 
Power/resistance; Rights/reparations; Conquer/Protection and structural or systemic 
Domination/oppression or subordination. I have purposely capitalised the dominating 
‘authority’ to emphasise the direction of power and the position of hierarchy that constructs 
each colonial binary (a play on linguistic possession). The following examples are most 
representative of where the key phrases and language used within the report reinforces the 
Coloniser-colonised binary: 
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we reject the old colonial label of Little Britain in the South Pacific and express our unique 
heritage (p. 15) 
 
the Commissioner of Patents will need to be given explicit power (p.92) 
 
effectiveness will depend entirely on the goodwill of managers and on the political will of their 
masters. (p. 133) 
 
protecting the interests of a less powerful group is an objective of our Treaty law (p. 17) 
 
protecting those interests (the research and development sector, and IP right holders) might 
sometimes require the kaitiaki relationship to be given a lesser priority. If conflict between 
competing and valid interests cannot be avoided (p.17) 
 
the perpetrator’s successor must pay the victim’s successor for the original colonial sin, into a 
twenty first century relationship of mutual advantage (p. 17) 
 
interests of kaitiaki were either invisible to those with the power, or so diluted that they were 
easily overpowered (p. 19) 
 
kaitiakitanga and ownership are ways in which two different cultures decide rights and 
obligations in respect of the resources they value. Kaitiakitanga focuses on obligations and 
relationships, while property ownership is focused on the rights of the human owners. (p. 87) 
 
As I was tracking these concept memos, it became apparent that the voice of the Crown 
and the voice of the claimants were communicating two entirely different languages as a 
result of and in response to, assertion and defending against these hierarchical binary 
notions. I needed to reflect and record this occurrence also. Therefore, an additional 
categorisation was made which I titled: Crown and Claimants - Frequency, repetition, 
patterns, co-occurrence. I began to categorise each time the collective voice of Māori (the 
claimants) spoke out strongly in opposition or contrast to the Crown; and which words, 
phrases or content were frequently  repeated or  reoccurring.  I then juxtaposed and 
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compared the voice of the Crown in contradiction or counter response and recorded what 
patterns of frequency and repetition occurred within their communications. Noting where 
the tone was Active or passive, or situated in a rights/reparations binary. 
Here is an example of data findings from a word jumble that was created when recording 
how Māori felt in relationship to the Crown, Crown entities, Government or Institutions and 
their policies and procedures (these were words or statement phrases that were continually 
reoccurring multiple times throughout the entire report): 
 
Māori …excluded, not included, not advised, not consulted, views not regarded, not sufficient, 
disadvantaged, lack of decision- making power, no real partnerships, no evidence of partnership, 
advisory status only, no formal joint objective-setting between officials and Māori, being/making 
up less than one percent of the total, advisers rather than decision-makers, stakeholder rather 
than a partner, no real influence, 
 
Māori …fail to give kaitiaki, fail to protect kaitiaki, unproven, somewhat tentative, layers of 
restriction, practical impact remains to be seen, piecemeal and inconsistent results, Māori voice 
is effectively silenced, remains disappointingly unrealised, Insufficient to adequately support, 
overriding their rights, commercial exploitation, commercially exploited, without consent, 
undermines their interests, undermine their relationships, dominating role of science bias, 
 
Here is a similar word jumble, but assessing collocations that relate to the Crown instead: 
Crown…exclusive ownership, exclusive proprietorial rights, exclusive possession, exclusive access, 
exclusive control of/over, not adopted, not engaged, dismissive view, consultation: limited, 
ineffective, non-existent, not interested, denied, saw things differently, acted reasonably and in 
good faith, doing all that was reasonably necessary, reasonable degree of: protection, 
preference, control; reasonable limits on its ability to accommodate, reasonable limits on 
obligation, sufficient, apparent support, genuine attempts, considerable efforts, fairly acquired, 
justified, lacked urgency, courage and conviction, commitment, interest, defensiveness, 
defensive mind-set, contradicted, criticised, deficient, limits of ambition, funding, budgetary 
constraints, specific targets, vague, meaningless, watered down, reluctant to revisit, officials 
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determine the priority and success of, without direct input from Māori, ownership, regulation, 
control, intervention, The Crown argued that no prejudice to Māori arose 
 
Crown… not adequately reflected, not adequate, protocols, consent, authorise, mandate, permit, 
grant permission approval, consent, Providing, as long as, benefits outweigh the costs, consume 
considerable resources, protecting kaitiaki interests would stifle research and development, stifle 
scientific and technological innovation, stifle investment, matter of national identity, worthy of 
consideration is national identity, broader interests such as national identity, council will control 
the process, the chairperson has a casting vote, without endangering the institution 
 
In contrast, the following statements are the voice of the claimants, and implied a 
submissive or passive tone in order to converse with the Crown and soften criticism: 
as will be seen in the chapters to follow, we do not always agree with the way the claimants 
framed the problem (p. 19) 
 
we think, first of all, that the Crown deserves praise for funding rongoā services...But… (p. 225) 
 
for these reasons we have taken a balancing approach to assessing the Crown’s performance 
(p. 204) 
 
there are of course reasonable limits on the Crown’s obligation. As Crown counsel and Crown 
witnesses remind us, the Crown’s obligation to Māori must be constrained by limited funds, 
competing priorities, and the wider public good. The legitimate rights and expectations of others 
must also be considered. These will include, for example, private property rights in physical 
taonga and manuscripts. (p. 188) 
 
we make no apology for the fact that these recommendations are far reaching. (p. 176) 
in essence, the Crown must share enough control… (p. 161) 
we do not mean to diminish the Crown’s now significant commitment to Māori language 
broadcasting (p. 155) 
 
we would not wish to diminish the willingness of the Government to integrate Māori voices into 
its partnership structures. Nor would we wish to undervalue the contribution those voices have 
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made. But in reality, the Māori voice is included only as one among many on boards (pp. 134- 
135) 
 
I associated this dialectical occurrence with another interpretative analytical technique, 
Krippendorff’s “institutional implications”. Arising from the dominance of institutional 
communication and circular causality. Through these analyses of power imbalances 
emerged the idea to examine the concept of a dialectical relationship to the direction of 
biopower (power over partnership) within the dialogue. 
As emphasised by Krippendorff throughout the research methodology chapter, 
frequency analyses were more than just a counting technique or a quantitative 
measurement. Evaluation of frequency and repetition is able to infer more than just 
statistical data that counts and categorises expressions. Content analysis is therefore, able 
to read between the lines and observe what is not being said. When these messages are 
extrapolated and challenged, they are able to inform conversational power dynamics. 
Here is a sample of the data from selected passages of text from within the report, that 
were tagged under the category ‘what is not being said’. They represent conversational 
power dynamics through their use of silences, latent meanings, hidden motivations or 
patterns of utterances and speech acts that enacted and reinforced authority of the 
Crown: 
iwi relationships are weakest and easily overshadowed by abstract fears about iwi intentions and 
capacity (p. 146-147) 
 
in practice, this seems to be working, and we are minded to leave well enough alone. (p. 142) 
 
the creation of purpose-built Māori relationship structures will bring advantages in addition to 
Treaty compliance. With their own place in our conservation structures, Māori will be able to 
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play a more constructive role… in setting the agenda rather than reacting to somebody else’s. 
(p. 137) 
 
we acknowledge that there will be some unavoidable cost in our proposals for new bodies and 
regulatory frameworks. We accept that the Government’s coffers are not full after the combined 
effects of worldwide recession and a devastating earthquake. The expense of making good the 
damage wrought by overseas banks and the movement of Rūaumoko, however, need not 
scupper a project as important as the safeguarding of mātauranga Māori. (p. 246) 
 
but the cost of kaupapa Māori education is not a burden on the budget (p. 199) 
 
Māori access to and use of indigenous species have not led to wholesale despoliation of those 
species or the conservation estate…they would not jeopardise the survival of the taonga species 
(p. 139) 
The following selections are representative of stereotypes and generalising statements 
derived from colonial narratives and phrases of enunciation that reflect attitudes and 
perceptions of “Māoriness” under the sceptical and suspicious gaze of the Coloniser: 
Māori will continue to be perceived, and know they are perceived, as an alien and resented 
minority, a problem to be managed with a seemingly endless stream of taxpayer-funded 
programmes, but never solved (p. xviii) 
 
In 1992, the Minister of Conservation asked the Conservation Authority to prepare a report on 
customary use access and harvest. In the report it noted the view of some non- Māori submitters 
that ‘Māori couldn’t be trusted and that Māori lack the skills, knowledge, sophistication and 
commitment for modern conservation management’ (p. 139) 
 
it still risks bequeathing to our collective future, an uncomfortably large, poor, and 
underproductive cohort of working age Māori. In this dystopia the Treaty of Waitangi will remain, 
stubbornly, a locus for Māori anger and non-Māori resentment – a site of discontent for all (p. 
xviii) 
 
Pākehā, and now other New Zealanders, fear that Māori will acquire underserved privileges at 
their expense (p. 14) 
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the Crown-Māori relationship, still currently fixed on Māori grievances, must shift to a less 
negative and more future focused relationship (p. 16) 
 
2. Economic and Development Language underpinned by Western bias 
Associations with the bias of Westernised economic and development language were most 
identifiable by the attributions of competition, competitiveness, being first, leadership, 
innovation, development, business as usual, economic growth, deficit and dependency. 
These associations and attributions through their own utterances and “frequencies of 
occurrence form(ed) (racialised) priorities of what is important; what is right; and what is 
related to what (Gerbner cited in Krippendorff (2019, p. 59)”. Here are some examples taken 
from the report where narratives of essentialist economic bias spoke the loudest: 
the claimants accepted that all cultures, including Māori culture, must grow and develop to 
survive. There is much to be gained from encouraging Māori to develop. (p. 40) 
 
the Crown emphasised the role of IP law in encouraging economic development. It was 
particularly concerned that protecting taonga works and mātauranga Māori might undermine 
creativity and deter businesses from investing in New Zealand. (p. 40) 
 
Crown research institutes were concerned that protecting Māori interests would not unduly 
increase the uncertainty or time involved in doing business in the research and development 
sector. (p. 84) 
 
if claimant argument had a consistent theme, it was that they felt frozen out of the contest for 
consideration of their needs (p. 18) 
 
Māori should not have to constantly compete against a multitude of assertive stakeholders to 
be heard (p. 137) Competition for Government resources limits Māori (p. 188) 
 
the fact that, as a young country, we have two founding cultures, is one of our competitive 
advantages on the world stage, and we should use this to maximum effect. (p. 167) 
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key aspects of statutory mandate, internal structures, and decision-making processes ensure 
that Māori values are always subordinated to the perspectives of science. There has been no 
occasion on which the views of Māori cultural values have prevailed in the absence of 
independent science-based considerations. We have reason to doubt whether the views will 
ever carry the day unless they are backed up by science and align with science culture. (p. 86) 
 
The following collocations illustrate, the priorities and justifications of economics; science; 
commerce; national interest; and where the State could ‘win’, were a prerequisite for the 
claim discussion, in order to gain the Crown’s attention in the dialogue, and spoke to a 
language of economic bias and economic exploitation: 
New Zealand should take a leading role in developing a domestic framework for the protection 
of taonga works and mātauranga Māori. New Zealand might also reap the potential economic 
benefits of exporting the local framework…it could well improve prospects for investment in New 
Zealand and also for Māori overseas. New Zealand may be one of the first Western countries 
to address these issues (p. 55) 
 
it is possible to respect kaitiakitanga in the law without unduly interfering in the interests of 
science, commerce, or the wider community (p. 64) 
 
in some areas, particularly intellectual property, these claims presented New Zealand with an 
opportunity to be first mover in international law reform, with all of its attendant advantages to 
national interest. (p. xix) 
 
international efforts aimed at protecting traditional cultural expressions and traditional 
knowledge is live in international trade diplomacy because making genuine attempts to reconcile 
cultural interests with IP rights is increasingly seen as best business practice in the commercial 
sector. It removes both potential bitterness in indigenous communities and commercial 
uncertainty for companies (p. 55) 
 
business and research relationships with Māori arise because the relevant scientists or 
entrepreneurs see such arrangements as good business or good ethics. There is no legal 
requirement for them. (p. 69) 
 
New Zealand’s unique indigenous biodiversity is potentially an attractive target for bio 
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prospectors (p. 72) 
 
Demographics, economics, and geopolitics, suggest it is now a matter of necessity. (p. 247) 
for reasons of national identity, social cohesion, and economic advantage – is in everyone’s 
interests (p. 204) 
 
fulfilling its Treaty duties…in some cases, it would be falling into lines with International trends. 
(p. 245) 
 
resolution of this claim is actually a chance for New Zealand to be recognised as a world leader 
in the challenging arena of indigenous peoples’ rights. (p. 245) 
 
reflections on value for money need to include consideration of ‘the costs of no healing...early 
intervention might result in significant cost savings. (p.225) ...Costs and benefits suggests 
potential savings to the tax payer...through lost productivity and health services of diabetes and 
obesity (p. 226) 
 
the development of patents has created a point of potential tension between those who wish to 
profit from private property rights in the genetic and biological resources of plants and animals, 
and kaitiaki who either have very different priorities or who feel unable to affect the way in which 
exploitation occurs (p. 71) …resolving the dissonance between kaitiakitanga and IP in New 
Zealand may well attract investment. The commercial value to IP-based companies 
…should not be underestimated (p. 56) 
 
3. Colonial Frameworks 
Colonial frameworks were most evident through the claimant’s description of perceiving 
and experiencing institutional governmentality and structural domination by way of 
legislative, scientific and technological bias. Moreover, bias toward international obligations 
and national interest when discussing upholding Treaty obligations and promises; and the 
corresponding contradictions and limitations towards ensuring kaitiakitanga; mātauranga 
Māori and tino rangatiratanga. Chapter Eight, ‘The Making of International Instruments’ of 
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the Wai262 report, makes a clear and succinct argument of how “Māori interests are 
profoundly affected by the obligations taken on by the Crown when New Zealand enters 
into international agreements” relating to domestic legislation and international relations 
governed by international law and foreign affairs and trade’ (2011, p. 233). 
The chapter addresses the notion of binding and non-binding agreements or instruments; 
moral and political imperatives; their impacts for New Zealanders upon rights, policies and 
practices; and whether the Crown’s adoption of treaties, declarations and conventions are 
Treaty of Waitangi compliant and have safeguarded the protection of Māori traditional 
knowledge, cultural, economic, environmental and interests (ibid)’. Recommendations were 
made for policy reform that enabled “better engagement and accountability” (ibid). Here 
are some examples from the text that reflect these limitations and contradictions: 
The Crown saw things very differently. In its view, New Zealand must speak with one voice in 
international affairs, and that voice must be the Crown’s. Māori permission to enter into 
international agreements was neither sought nor required. Also, New Zealand is a small country 
with limited influence; it cannot get everything that it (or Māori) might want, and it has to work 
with ‘likeminded’ states to secure the best results possible in the circumstances. 
(p. 236) 
 
The Crown was concerned at what the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 
Peoples (DRIP) said about self-determination and territorial integrity for indigenous peoples, as 
well as its apparent support for indigenous claims to lands now in private ownership. The Crown 
felt its terms went too far to support it. (p. 40) 
 
However, it (the Crown) stressed the importance of New Zealand’s membership of the World 
Trade Organization, and noted that any measures put in place to protect claimant’s interests 
must comply with the minimum standards-setting TRIPS agreement. (p. 40) ...The Crown 
emphasised that signing up to the agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 
Rights (the TRIPS agreement) was a condition of the World Trade Organisation membership. 
(p. 235) 
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The Crown emphasised that the patent and PVR regimes were never designed to protect kaitiaki 
interests, and that they are in fact ill-suited to fulfil this task. The Crown was concerned that 
recognition of Māori interest would stifle research and development. It argued that such 
protection would effectively undermine the very purpose of the IP system, and stifle scientific 
and technological innovation and investment. The Crown stressed the importance of research 
as a driver of economic growth in New Zealand. The Crown also argued that once mātauranga 
Māori is in the public domain it is very difficult to control its use. (p. 83) 
 
but at the heart of the problem is this. The primary purpose of the patent and PVR systems is to 
enable exploitation; it was never intended to accommodate mātauranga Māori or indeed to 
respond to the interests of kaitiaki. In sum, everyone appears to accept that many aspects of the 
IP system as it affects the genetic and biological resources of taonga species fail to meet the 
needs of the claimants, because it was never designed to do so. (p. 85) 
 
IP law is, as we have said, subject to extensive international obligations imposed by multilateral 
treaties. We are satisfied therefore that our recommendations do not fall foul of New Zealand’s 
international obligations (p. 51) 
 
New Zealand is obviously unable to impose Treaty-compliant standards on the International 
community, and its ability to persuade other countries to adopt reforms is very limited. Yet Treaty 
of Waitangi exception clauses have been obtained in some recent free trade agreements (p. 52) 
 
significant advances are being made in international forums on such issues such as access and 
benefit sharing, and prior informed consent. There is no evidence that the ideas and proposals 
coming out of that international engagement are producing change in New Zealand’s approach 
(p. 86) 
 
I will discuss the implications of the constraints and bias of upholding Westernised 
International obligations as a colonial framework; and how this framework functions as an 
assimilative strategy of structural legislation in the following Research Analysis chapter. 
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4. Biopower: Power Over Partnership Through Structural Legislation 
 
Chapter Six of Wai262 is titled ‘When the Crown controls Mātauranga Māori’. The chapter 
“relates to a number of Crown agencies and entities that are responsible for the protection, 
preservation, and/or transmission of mātauranga Māori” (ibid, p. 183). After examining the 
ways in which the Crown utilises these agencies as a mechanism to exercise instruments of 
legislative control; this chapter also locates where the Crown controls mātauranga Māori. 
Wai262 lists the following Culture and Heritage Agencies; Education Agencies; Research, 
Science and Technology agencies as key players enacting recolonisation. The following list 
is a compilation of instruments, in no particular order, utilised by the Crown through the 
above agencies that were repeatedly referenced throughout Wai262. Acting as entities of 
the Crown, an overarching structural domination, these instruments function as 
mechanisms to institutionalise power over partnership (biopower): 
• Ministry of Education for NZQA (New Zealand Qualifications Authority) 
• Ministry for the Environment 
Department of Conservation Estate (DOC) 
• Ministry for Culture and Heritage (MCAH) 
NZ on Air; Creative NZ; the Museum of Te Papa Tongarewa; TVNZ; Archives NZ; 
The National Library; Radio New Zealand 
• Ministry of Research, Science and Technology (MORST) 
• Ministry of Health 
• Ministry of Justice 
• Ministry for Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE) 
• Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (MFAT) 
 
• Hazard Substances and New Organisms Act (HSNO) 1996 
• Environmental Risk Management Authority (ERMA) 
• Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) Act 2011 
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• Resource Management Act (RMA) 1991 
 
• Antiquities Act 1975 
• Protected Objects Act 1975 
• Designs Act 1953 
• Copyright Act 1994 p.35 
 
• Patents Act 1953 Intellectual Property Office (IPONZ) 
 
• TRIPS 1994 p.35, p. 82 (Historical French British Imperial patent law) 
• Trade Marks Act commissioner of Trade Marks 
• Flags, Emblems, and Names Protection Act 1981 
 
• Conservation Act 1987 
• Wildlife Act 1953 
• Marine Mammals Protection Act 1978 
• Reserves Act 1977 
• Convention on Biodiversity 1993 (Genetic Modification) 
• 1978 Convention of the International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of 
Plants 
• Patents and Plant Variety Rights (PVR) 1987 
 
• Tohunga Suppression Act 1907 
• NZ Settlements Act 1863 
• Native Land Court 1865 
• Māori Affairs Amendment Act 1967 
The following statements are reflective of the contradictions, limitations and implications 
these strategies of assimilation and structural legislation infer upon the ability to uphold true 
partnership and balance of power; effectively breaching the terms of ‘te Tiriti o Waitangi’. 
• White Possession and White Possessiveness: suspicion, scepticism, co-operative or 
competitive: 
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Nursery and Garden Industry Association were opposed to recognising that Māori hold any 
perpetual exclusive rights in flora and fauna. They contended that granting Māori proprietary 
rights over flora and fauna on the basis of cultural association would negate the time, money, 
and effort nurseries had spent in researching, developing, and promoting native plants The 
association relied upon the articles in the Convention on Biological Diversity to support their 
argument and rejection. (p. 83) 
 
TVNZ refers to Māori Television programming as ‘highly competitive’. Competition seems 
counter-productive to the cause of preserving te reo and mātauranga Māori. (p. 197) 
TVNZ acknowledges the archives to be “priceless” (p.186) ...yet TVNZ shares archive footage 
with Māori Television for a retrieval fee (p.197) 
TVNZ Māori programmes had been deprioritised (p. 118) 
 
The Crown argued that most of the current settings of New Zealand’s IP law accommodate 
Māori interest sufficiently. The Crown argued that to provide special protection for the Māori 
interest in taonga works would stifle innovation and deprive others of access to the knowledge 
and ideas which underpin or inspire the creation of new works. (p. 34) 
 
The word ‘property’ automatically evokes certain understanding in Western legal systems. It 
means that the owner exclusively controls the use of the respective property by excluding others 
from using it p. 33. Intellectual Property rights are only granted for a limited time; the must be 
in material form only; the system does not provide kaitiaki with the means to prevent culturally 
offensive use, misuse and misappropriation; any advice to the commissioner is non-binding; IP 
law provides no protection for ideas. It protects fixed products only. (p. 38) 
 
• White Possession and White Property: The ‘Right to Use, Enjoy and 
Appropriate’: 
 
Department of Conservation (DOC) Estate 
DOC owns or is responsible for more than eight million hectares of land, about one third of 
New Zealand. This is estate is by far the largest Crown-owned land asset. It includes native 
forests, rivers, mountains, wetlands, and other precious landscapes and ecosystems. The 
department is also responsible for about 1.28 million hectares of marine reserves, and for 
conservation of marine mammals and protected wildlife throughout New Zealand. (p.126) 
Unlike the rest of New Zealand, which has been so heavily modified by farming, urbanisation, 
and other land use changes, many parts of the DOC estate remain similar, at least, to that in 
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which te ao Māori was created. And although it is owned by the Treaty partner, every inch of it 
is tribal territory. (p. 127) 
The Crown has reserved ownership and control over indigenous wildlife and the conservation 
estate for itself, and in practice DOC restricts access to and control over taonga. (p. 128) 
The Department controls access to and relationships with indigenous flora and fauna, taonga. 
The Ministry for Culture and Heritage, as a matter of operational policy, determines custody of 
a found taonga tūturu. (p. 194). Nothing may be taken from the DOC estate without a permit. 
(p.127). Only the Director-General can authorise the taking or killing of protected wildlife from 
the DOC Estate. (p. 137). This means that Māori may not access or harvest any taonga species 
from within the DOC estate or subject to DOC jurisdiction without having first received 
permission from an official or the Minister (p. 137) 
 
Under the Wildlife Act, the Crown retains ownership…yet ignores its obligations under the Treaty 
to safeguard Māori rights to control or manage species. (p.140) 
(As an example) ... Obtaining feathers for weaving is a particular challenge, with the Crown 
having granted itself ownership of both native wildlife and the feathers of protected native birds 
under the Wildlife Act 1953 (p. 113) 
 
The DOC estate is not just an empty wilderness tended to by committed but underpaid DOC 
rangers. There are in fact many private businesses operating profitably in the estate. Most of 
these businesses hold concessions from the Minister of Conservation. Concessionaires must 
purchase the concession. The Crown’s annual income from concessions are reasonably lucrative. 
The level of Māori involvement in the consideration of these concessions, degree of priority for 
tangata whenua, and legal avenue to share in the benefits from commercial use of a resource 
were not provided for (p. 141) 
Claimants concern was about commercial activity within the conservation estate. This ranges 
from high-profile tourism operations such as ski fields to very low-profile activities such as stock 
grazing, and brought the Crown some $13.9 million in income in 2009/10. Claimants were often 
excluded from such decisions about commercial activity, and were seldom awarded licenses to 
carry out such activities themselves. (p. 128) 
 
In the management of the conservation estate, the Crown reads down the principle of 
partnership to consultation in most cases. In doing so, it falls well short of the commitment to 
Treaty principles reflected in the Conservation Act. (p. 133) 
Although the Department was comfortable in consultation mode with iwi, officials admitted that 
stepping beyond this to substantive power-sharing presented legislative, structural and policy 
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challenges. (p. 129) 
 
Treaty principles should not be abstract for a department like DOC. We have no doubt that the 
interpretation of Treaty principles is influenced by the Executive ....which imposes a view of Treaty 
principles that is narrow and skewed to the interests of the Executive and seeks to pick and 
choose only those Treaty principles that suit. DOC argued that it was an operational department, 
and that crafting a list of Treaty principles was a task better suited to a policy ministry principles 
had little direct impact on other policies or on DOC operations. (p. 130) 
 
• Reciprocity or Unequal Representation: numbers are majorly out of balance on 
committees, boards and memberships: 
The Environment and Heritage fund committee has at least one Māori member, while the Marae 
Heritage and Facilities Fund committee has an all-Māori five-person membership (p. 194) 
 
Radio NZ has no Māori representation on the board. (p. 195) 
 
Counsel for Ngāti Koata claimed that the Ministry for Culture and Heritage had conceded it 
relied upon Te Puni Kōkiri for a Māori perspective, rather than engaging directly with Māori. In 
its latest annual report, the Ministry explains that it met its organisational capability objective of 
‘Increasing the involvement of Māori’ through Māori language training for Ministry staff (p. 194) 
 
A ‘Māori Responsiveness Guide’ exists for Ministry of Culture and Heritage staff; and that the 
2010 annual report referred to the Ministry’s ‘Increased collaboration with Māori on cultural 
policies and programmes’, but we did not receive any information on any of these processes. 
(p. 194) 
 
Crown-Māori Relationship Instrument (CMRI) 
In 2004, a Cabinet decision was made to standardise the Crown’s approach to establishing 
formal relationships with Māori organisations. In 2006, Te Puni Kōkiri and the Ministry of Justice 
published Crown-Māori Relationship Instruments: Guidelines and Advice for Government and 
State Sector Agencies. P. 133. All CMRIS across the entire state sector are subject to approval by 
a specifically constituted officials group. Only statements by the Crown to the courts or the 
Tribunal are permissible. CMRI guidelines amount to the Executive. The guidelines ban any 
government agency from including in any agreement an admission of Treaty breach, unless 
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there has been a previous independent admission of the same breach in the treaty settlement 
process. The only acceptable references to the Treaty are those that have already been made 
by the Crown in other contexts.  (pp. 132-133) 
 
Resource Management Act 
...the RMA neither requires nor provides incentives for such mechanisms (to devolve power). If 
anything they impose procedural hurdles and conditions that weigh against their use. They 
should not impose unnecessary barriers to partnership or transfer of power...or discourage such 
transfers as they do now. Nor should local authorities be able to unilaterally revoke at any time 
transfers of power, as the currently can. (p. 117) 
 
The Act purports to ‘recognise and provide for’ Māori relationships with their ancestral lands, 
waters, sites, wāhi tapu, and other taonga as matters of ‘national interest’. It also specifically 
requires those who exercise powers under the Act to ‘have particular regard to’ kaitiakitanga 
and to ‘’take into account’ the principles of the Treaty. (p. 118) 
 
The RMA regime has the potential to achieve outcomes…But they have virtually never been 
used to delegate powers to iwi or share control with them. (p. 119) 
 
One problem is that iwi do not generally have access to the resources to fund necessary 
technical and democratic processes. To date, there are very few iwi management plans with a 
sufficient technical basis to influence local authorities decisively. The other problem is the 
relatively weak statutory provision for iwi management plans; as we have said, the RMA is silent 
on their purpose and content, and requires only that they be ‘taken into account’ when councils 
are preparing their plans. (p. 116) 
 
These mechanisms of legislative control will be discussed in detail as part of an analysis of 
assimilative strategies as a modality of Whiteness; underpinned by the Crown’s ‘Right to 
Use’, Enjoy and Appropriate’ in the Research Analysis chapter. 
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Conclusion 
This chapter illustrated examples of findings generated from conducting a content analysis 
of the text, language, inferences and underlying themes within ‘Wai262: Ko Aotearoa Tēnei’ as 
voiced by the Crown, that undermined or opposed te ao Māori, mana Māori and tino 
rangatiratanga. This process characterised the language of structural oppression and 
institutionalised racism as mechanisms of colonial logic and power over partnership as 
biopower. On completion of the content analysis, Wai262 had served as the perfect 
illustration of how colonial structural domination (Whiteness) operates (both in reality and 
in text); how institutional cultural inferences are produced and perpetuate; and answered 
the central research questions of the thesis, as to whether processes and reproductions of 
colonial structural domination (Whiteness) were embedded within the report. Not only were 
they embedded, they were rife. The following Research Analysis chapter focuses primarily 
on the identification of these processes and how their impacts form a continual structural, 
circular causality resulting in continual breaches of the Treaty that lead to reproductions of 
historic intergenerational trauma via frameworks of institutionalised racism. 
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Chapter 4 Research Analysis 
 
12 
In the last two decades, the interests of indigenous people in respect of biodiversity and 
associated trade knowledge have been the subject of intense debate in several international 
forums…but note here that none of the Crown’s current reform proposals attempt to address 
the issues or proposals being discussed internationally…The absence of a decisive Māori voice  in 
such matters is a breach of the Treaty and by definition prejudicial on its own. It is more 
difficult to quantify the prejudice that kaitiaki continue to suffer due to the cultural dislocation 
and disempowerment that manifestly persist following colonisation, but we have no doubt that  
there is Crown culpability for that loss of mātauranga as well 
~ Wai262: Ko Aotearoa Tēnei 
Introduction 
 
The aim of this Masters Research project had three primary objectives: to examine the 
ways in which Settler Colonial violence has led to the erosion of te ao Māori and mātauranga 
Māori in Aotearoa New Zealand; the correlation of structural racism and 
 
12 Robyn Kahukiwa, ‘The Treaty Dishonoured’, 2012 
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systemic assimilation of Māori to this erosion; and the relationships to the role of power 
and authority between the Crown, ‘the Treaty of Waitangi’ and tangata whenua Māori. 
In addition, this thesis sought to investigate how these relationships and processes of Settler 
Colonial violence continue to reproduce intergenerational Treaty breaches, resulting in 
further acts of historic intergenerational trauma. As described in Chapters Two and Three, 
the method of enquiry to do so, was to conduct a Content Analysis of the Waitangi Tribunal 
claim ‘Wai262: Ko Aotearoa Tēnei.’ The report was chosen as an appropriate text to 
examine, due to the nature of the claim that sought to formally address Treaty breaches; 
question the nature of partnership, ownership and control; and the relationship to the role 
of power and authority between the Crown and the loss of mātauranga Māori. 
Underpinned by the theoretical framework of critiques of Whiteness, this chapter discusses 
the research findings generated that were primarily preconditioned upon the following 
central research questions: 
• what type of coded language or key phrases are used within ‘Wai262: Ko Aotearoa  
Tēnei’ that reinforces the Coloniser -colonised binary? 
• what processes of colonialism and structural domination are embedded within this  
report? 
 
After conducting the content analysis of Wai262, key themes of Whiteness; White 
Mythologies; and White Possession explored within my literature review had echoed 
throughout the report. Referring back to these theoretical frameworks from Chapter One, 
I concluded that Bhabha’s concept of ‘colonial enunciation, as a system of linguistic 
possession: insistence, iteration, translation, sociological signification, depersonalisation and 
discrimination’ (1994, p. 83, p. 84), was very much representative of the coded language 
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used to reinforce the Coloniser-colonised binary, and reinforce the position and authority 
of the Crown within the report. In addition, processes of colonialism and structural 
domination embedded within Wai262 were most evident in the nexus of Foucault’s 
‘biopower’, operating as power over partnership; legislative assimilation; and disciplinary 
technologies formative of Moreton-Robinson’s ‘rights-law-sovereignty paradigm’. ‘Historic, 
intergenerational processes of displacement, assimilation, and legislation resulting in a 
circular causality of intergenerational impoverishment, dependency and destruction of 
economic, political and cultural well-being of Māori’ (Waretini-Karena, 2016), were well at 
play, and most identifiable as the ultimate colonial binary: the conflict between absolute 
tino rangatiratanga and White Sovereignty. Settler Colonial violence and its enforced 
ideologies, was therefore, both a language and a structure; and an ongoing process. The 
following sections of this chapter will elaborate on these processes, structures and 
relationships of power-knowledge-difference to synthesise the key critiques of Whiteness 
theory. Analysing the research findings through a lens of critical theory; examining the 
coloniality of Whiteness as a nexus of colonial language; economic and development 
language underpinned by western bias; colonial frameworks; and colonial logics of 
biopower (power over partnership). 
 
Whiteness of Colonial Language: The Power of Enunciation 
 
On completion of the content analysis, the choice to analyse the language within Wai262 
was more important than I realised. Wai262 embodied precisely Krippendorff’s proposition: 
that “language is a system”; a “bi-product of an on-going conversation”; and a simulation 
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of interviews” (2019, p. 54, p. 80; p. 147). The dialogue within Wai262 read like a simulation 
of interviews regarding Treaty ‘grievances’; their reparations the bi-product of an on-going 
historic, national conversation stemming from the wounds of Settler Colonial domination. 
Furthermore, the language of institutional communication was the voice of colonial logics 
and system behaviour generated by the Crown. Analytical techniques of Content Analysis 
methodology had highlighted the colonial language of power, domination and oppression; 
the processes that inform the infrastructure of hierarchy and domination; and the ways in 
which the relationship of the direction of power over partnership (biopower) operates 
between the Crown and Māori within New Zealand Aotearoa. It quickly emerged through 
the analysis, that a very specific institutional narrative had a particularly amplified and 
repetitive voice of colonial logics and enunciation: one of authority, control and over- 
arching entitlement, that was reinforced through Krippendorff’s (2019) concepts of 
“procedural logic”; “implicit representationalism”; and “habitualisation” mirroring strategies 
of systematic assimilation. The prevailing structures and relationships of power and 
inequality I was looking to infer, were replicated continually through every single page of 
the entire report. The language of the Crown, and the language of the claimants, 
consistently represented a discussion entirely oppositional in their voice: a language of 
prejudicial difference enforced through an assumption of conflicting claims to ‘rights'. Quite 
simply, the Crown and respective entities consistently inferred their ‘right’ to make claims to 
governmentality, authority, control, possession and entitlement. Where possible, their claim 
to ‘rights’ and corresponding actions were entirely and repetitively deemed “reasonable”, 
and as a result of exclusive proprietary rights and possession. This was 
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reflected in their responses to recommendations or reparations, shutting down attempts at 
power sharing and devolving power. As per Bhabha (1998, p.21) ‘the language of colonial 
enunciation: pervasive as a one-way linear transmittal of power as a strategy of authority, 
naturalising the claim to social power’ was synonymous with the language and 
communication of the Crown. Linguistic possession also translated into structural and 
institutional possession. Colonial enunciation therefore, is a particular type of logic; 
institutional process; and conversation. As a modality of Whiteness; its direction of power 
lies in the ability to operate structurally as both a ‘naming mechanism and linguistic re- 
presentation’ (Krippendorff, 2019, p. 69). Drawing upon Bell, the Crown as representative of 
‘Settler Colonial power, consistently upheld its relationship toward Māori as one of 
domination, possession and oppositionality’ (2004, p. 15). The voice of the Crown very much 
represented and reflected the role of the Coloniser and the Colonial Oppressor: unwilling 
and inconsistent in its transmission to devolve authority or share power; and consistently 
ambiguous or tokenistic when it came to Treaty obligations that reiterated consultation with 
Māori was not a substitute for true partnership or power sharing. Whilst this often left the 
proximity of the claimants situated inescapably in the colonial binary of the oppositional or 
subordinate colonised ‘other’, the collective voice of manaaki ki te tangata and the 
principles of critical sensitivity and reciprocity toward the negotiation and consultation 
process, often sounded loud and strong (at times this read as passive, and to the detriment 
of the argument). Permeating the pages, the voice of the claimants was mostly set well 
apart from this binary, by empowering their agency through respect and integrity, despite 
being confronted with having to assert their claims for self-determination and inclusion in 
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the face of historic intergenerational colonial assimilation and the implications of 
participating in institutional communication, negotiation and consultation. Key phrases and 
coded language13 of coloniality consistently dominated the report as a narrative of Crown 
agenda, priority and entitlement ‘concerns’ (often at the expense of the claimants). 
Utterances of Crown ‘concern’ as colonial enunciation, was also representational of negative 
stereotyping synonymous with deficit narratives created by institutionalised racism. 
Economic and Development-induced deficit narratives were prevalent as a perpetuation of 
Settler Colonial domination; reinforcing statements that reflected historic attitudes and 
judgements towards Māori and Pākehā relations and Treaty ‘issues’ within New Zealand as 
a ‘grievance’, ‘burden, and ‘difficult past’ that hinders and is an inconvenient truth. In these 
contexts, stereotypical narratives predicated by White Mythologies and colonial fictions of 
biased histories also represented what was not being said, or could be read between the 
lines. Inferring how prejudicial colonial reporting of racial inequality has constructed 
attitudes and perceptions that are reductive, generalising, demoralising and delineate 
‘Māori-ness' with development and dependency narratives of suspicion, fear and mistrust. 
Reinforcing the false narrative and colonial binary that the Crown must retain its paternal 
authority over the problematic, ‘suspicious other’. These languages functioned to enforce 
and reinforce the direction of power within the report; answering both Krippendorff’s 
proposition and my thesis questions: 
How do institutions establish themselves in the texts they produce? 
 
 
13 Refer to image at page 76, footnote 8 for blue colour coded concept memo ‘Colonial Language’ that helped 
categorise key themes and data findings within the report. 
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What coded language and processes of colonialism and structural domination inform 
the dialectic relationship between the Crown and the claimants? 
To answer these questions, Wai262 provided a textual roadmap to understand ‘how the 
Crown and its institutional entities transmit communication; manufacture political symbols 
and stereotypes, and representations that construct classification, category making and 
cultural indicators. How national identity, cultural inferences and the creation of “self” and 
“other” formed the structural function and institutional implication of the colonial binary: 
The Crown versus the claimants’ (Krippendorff, 2019). Identifying patterns of prejudice and 
negative stereotyping within institutional communication highlighted a language of its own: 
“implicit representationalism” (ibid, p. 26): hegemonic practices operating through linguistic 
possession. The ability to determine the nature of problem statements; judgements; 
phrases; influence and recognise ‘linguistic elements revealed what is being implied or what 
is not evident’ (White and Marsh, 2006, p. 28). 
An example of determining problem statements or observing what is not being said as a 
semantic or linguistic element (which I did not expect to find) was the claimants use of 
punctuation emphasis throughout the report. Emphatic use of quotation marks was very 
apparent and repetitive, and became a coded signifier of a linguistic dynamic to be 
analysed. So much so, that it became a category in of itself.14 Moreover, this led to a 
consideration of semantic order and word placement as an utterance. I first noticed this 
pattern and questioned why the Crown was always printed first in binary order of Crown- 
Māori context; and Māori-Pākehā in any negative connotations. Quotation marks became 
a coded marker or dialogue of the claimants, to signal irony; sarcasm; scepticism; or to call 
 
14 Refer to page 82 for the frequency index that consisted of additional categories created 
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out or highlight where the Crown’s voice in the text or conversation was dubious, supposed 
or so-called, signalling unusual language or calling into doubt the authenticity or accuracy 
of the word or phrase being presented. The word data of emphatic use of quotation marks 
spoke to, and indicated the claimant’s feelings regarding tokenism; questioning the political 
willingness and authenticity of Crown commitment to partnership. In one section of the 
report, the claimants actually explained their reasoning behind their emphatic use of 
quotation marks, through a textual analysis of their own. The claimants demonstrated that 
the language of the Crown (particularly relating to Treaty obligations within policy, 
legislation and contractual requirements) operated a coded hierarchy of priorities and 
obligations through the use and definition of the words: will, should, and may. The order of 
priority as defined in statute by the Crown is as follows: 
• ‘will’ (we will do something, obligation, act, (p.147) 
…will be given both access to and a role in, will be invited to participate (p.132) 
• ‘may’ (is not compulsory – may be authorised, discretionary, flexible, officials decide to enact if 
they wish) 
• ‘should’ (discretionary but strongly encouraged (p. 132) 
partnerships should be encouraged and may be sought (p.132) 
Within this order of priority, the claimants also argued that within participation, consultation 
and negotiation, ‘the core principal of management or control always came first; of national 
identity or national importance was prioritised second; and ‘the Treaty of Waitangi’ was the 
last consideration’ (Wai262, 2011, p. 109). This was also the order of semantic and linguistic 
possession; co-constitutive of colonial enunciation; of how these topics were printed 
throughout the text within Wai262. Although these words ‘will’, ‘may’, ‘should’ indicated a 
responsibility to action or uphold obligations, the claimants use of emphatic quotation 
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marks inferred their own doubt, suspicion and frustration, and implied the Crown utilised 
them inconsistently, tokenistically, and ambiguously. Re-iterating that alike most things, 
where it counted the most, legislation could be cherry-picked and ‘non-binding’. Emphatic 
use of quotation marks was also most apparent when the claimants were responding to 
Crown responses that labelled or stereotyped Māori or made undermining or derogatory 
inferences. 
The rationale of Content Analysis methodology helped to infer a crucial component to be 
reflected upon: how could the Crown and its entities ‘reflect on the impact and be held 
accountable for the realities that their narratives construct’ (ibid, p.xii). Flipping this script 
had posed the question: how do narratives within Wai262 impact reality and generate truth 
claims relating to who holds power and ownership through an ideological mechanism of 
‘rights’? In this respect, the dialectical nature of the report presented an otherwise 
inaccessible conversational dialogue that enabled a close thematic assessment of the voice 
of the Crown. Critical interpretation of Crown responses to the report recommendations of 
the tribunal hearing, and the ability to determine their authenticity and political willingness 
to action the recommendations written, went far beyond the surface level of the report’s  
pages. As explained throughout the methodology chapter, collocations of findings are 
crucial to the analysis when grouped together to illuminate differences in tone and position 
of voice, (amplification) and evaluative perception: a language of difference. When placed 
together, collocations provided a glimpse of evaluative perceptions and morals or 
prejudices communicating structural racism, hegemonic knowledge practices and systemic 
control. These selections, when grouped together, illustrated power, agency and 
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representation operating as a number of key phrases and coded language of institutional 
narratives. This frequency analysis technique answered my curiosity of whether the 
conversation between the Crown and the claimants would reflect a two-way dialogue; 
circular; or represent reciprocity and respect. Referring back to Linda Tuhiwai Smith’s (2012) 
principle of ethical methodology: manaaki ki te tangata (reciprocal and respectful critical 
sensitivity), the voice of the claimants often reflected this principle and a two-way dialogue 
or circular nature to their communication, negotiation and participation. In contrast, the 
voice of the Crown was always an authoritarian tone, and one directional in its involvement. 
It did not represent Tuhiwai Smith’s notion of reciprocity. It did however, enact 
Krippendorff’s concept of “circular causality” (2019, p. 60): ‘a voice of evaluative, judgement 
bias that took sides, favoured controversy, prescriptive standards’ (ibid, p. 62, p. 64) and 
amplified the colonial binary of Oppressor versus oppressed through the logic of 
governmentality (paternalism, suspicion and prejudice). Therefore, the institutional 
communication the Crown performed and the claimants experienced throughout the 
report, was just as Krippendorff suggested: ‘routine, relational, and coordinative 
(“habitualisation”); narrowing choices,’ (ibid, p. 75) and “avoiding mentioning alternative 
ways of being or doing things” (ibid, p. 76). In direct contrast to the principles of circular 
reciprocity or manaaki ki te tangata, the “procedural logic” of institutionalised 
communication from the Crown embodied Krippendorff’s binary of “reciprocal 
categorisation” (ibid, p. 75). Utilising the ‘language of priority and difference; direct intensity 
and ambiguous uncertainty; the Crown was able to transfer and maintain power and 
agency; to control what is accepted, and what is in dispute’ (ibid, p. 59, p. 66) and dominate 
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the negotiation and consultation process. 
Examining the report for these implications of power imbalance, Krippendorff’s 
proposition “what is contained in a text; becomes the property of the source of the text” 
(ibid, p. 25) took on a twofold meaning. The tone of the Crown very much assumed its own 
“evidence of ranking” (ibid, p. 152) and “hierarchies of inclusion” (ibid, p. 152). At many times, 
the language and dialogue within the report inferred to the attitude and attributes of Settler 
Colonial White Sovereignty and White Possessiveness that the claimants were in fact  
property of the Crown: possessed, ‘protected’ and controlled. The exclusivity, 
possessiveness and exploitation of property ownership and what constitutes the concept of 
property that the Crown exerted throughout the report, is central to the territoriality of 
Whiteness and imbalances of White power. An example of where power-knowledge- 
difference formed a Crown power structure. 
White Mythologies: the Bias of Economic and Development Language 
 
Throughout a multitude of colonial enunciation: utterances, phrases, statements, 
declarations and responses referencing bias, priority and obligations, the language of 
coloniality: economic advantage; innovation and investment; commercial, technological 
and scientific development; and cost-to-benefit ratios as a priority to the Crown and 
Crown entities, outweighed the discussion. Dictating the terms on how the Crown would 
listen and why claimant concerns would be ‘taken seriously’. More often these were 
contradictory or patronising statements. This resulted in the text translation of the report 
publishing the claimants as often softening their criticism or recommendations, appealing 
to the Crown in a manner often polite and submissive. Or framing the conversation in 
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such a way that satisfied or comforted the Crown’s suspicion or ‘concerns’; convincing 
them that their argument’s would not “stifle”, “undermine” or generate cost and constrain 
affordability as implied. The tone and position of being on the defensive and reactionary 
is constitutive of a bipartisan binary: a system “designed to facilitate Māori reaction…Māori 
are usually side-lined in the role of objectors (Wai262, 2011, p. 115)”. Whilst 
“Responsiveness to Māori” from the Crown operates as a strategic principle in 
organisational structure, dictating priority objectives from a voice murmuring, ‘we better 
respond to their cries’ (ibid). The following examples elucidated a number of Crown 
murmurings: ‘concerns’, responses, arguments, rejections, and contradictions as power 
statements; which in turn identify the desire for control, lack of political willingness, 
rejection of devolution of hierarchy and what is not willing to be relinquished. Note the 
implicit hypocrisy and double standards of contradiction evident when considering Treaty 
obligations and promises. Words highlighted in bold relate to associations with key 
phrases or frequency repetitions of coding and categorisation: 
the Crown raised concerns about whether taonga works can be effectively protected as the 
claimants wish them to be. The Crown noted the existence of potentially conflicting interests 
that are also entitled to protection, despite the desire of kaitiaki. The Crown questioned whether 
these conflicting interests could be contained within the same existing framework of IP law 
without undermining creativity, economic development, or even the framework itself. 
(p. 40) 
an unprecedented number of third parties showed interest (‘concern’) in the Wai262 claim in 
the area of taonga works and IP and the ways in which traditional Māori designs and symbols 
are incorporated in New Zealand art, design, and architecture, high-fashion and contemporary 
jewellery. (p. 40) 
the essence of the Crown’s argument was that IP law has never provided the protections sought 
by kaitiaki, and it is simply too late to impose them. (p. 40) It is now too late, as the Crown 
argues, for any more than the limited protections already in place (p. 44) 
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the Crown argued that it is impractical to impose retrospective controls on that material 
(biotechnology). Counsel questioned whether it is even possible to control or access to or 
repatriate such intangible things such as ‘ideas’ and ‘knowledge’ in a free and democratic 
society. The Crown said the claimants’ IP-based claims in respect to taonga works were in the 
end utterly unrealistic in the contemporary world (p. 40) 
the Crown accepts that Māori have special cultural associations with some species of flora and 
fauna but says that these associations do not give Māori ownership of the genetic or biological 
material of those species. The Crown rejects any notion that Māori should be entitled to veto 
scientific research or commercial exploitation of these species by reason of cultural association. 
Most interested parties who gave evidence in this claim tended to support the Crown’s position 
(p. 63) 
Ministry of Research, Science and Technology’s then chief executive stressed that subjecting 
research and development to additional consultation requirements, mandatory consents, and 
research constraints could hamper or reduce research into indigenous flora and fauna, increase 
the costs, and reduce the benefits of research and development (p. 89) 
the New Zealand Institute of Patent Attorneys argued that any additional legal protections of 
mātauranga Māori should not undermine the basic tenets of existing IP law. The Crown, too, 
stressed that New Zealand must comply with its international obligations, particularly the TRIPS 
agreements (p. 85) IP system reforms were considered on the grounds that the very purpose of 
the existing IP framework would not be undermined (p. 84) 
the guidelines say that customary use is ‘essential to the maintenance of Māori culture and 
traditional knowledge’. However, provision of access and harvest rights require ‘an established 
tradition of such use’. (p.140). …the claimants felt demeaned by requirements to seek DOC 
permission for customary use of taonga...and felt this showed a lack of respect (p. 128) 
 
White Possessives: Colonial Frameworks 
 
An objective to use Content Analysis methodology was to embolden voices of whakapapa 
kōrero, localised theory and knowledge; in order to challenge biased Westernised narratives 
of institutionalised power. By exposing the complexities and contradictions of New Zealand 
Aotearoa's official history, and the colonial projects driven by rationales of economic 
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advantage and developmentalism, this thesis hoped to highlight the framework of colonial 
fictions and White Mythologies dominating social and political relations. Analysing the 
report reinforced just how necessary this objective really was. As Wai262 systematically 
detailed through the voice of both the claimants and the Crown, nowhere were colonial 
frameworks of institutionalised power made more starkly evident, than in the complexities, 
contradictions and inconsistencies of the language of ‘institutional controls, their strategies, 
rules, policies, processes, codes of conduct and system behaviour. Through the presence 
and frequency of legal, contractual, economic and political instruments of Crown law and 
their succession of Acts, Reforms, State entities, and legal instruments’ (ibid, p. 77) that 
normalised racist legislation. Founded on the Doctrine of Discovery framework of White 
Sovereignty, operating as mechanisms of strategic domination, legislative assimilation was 
orchestrated and implemented to subvert mātauranga Māori; and ensure territoriality and 
possession of power, remained in the entitlement and hands of Crown ‘protection’ at the 
expense of the rights and interests of kāwanatanga, tino rangatiratanga and kaitiakitanga. 
Detailed throughout the chapters, and as per New Zealand’s official history of Settler 
Colonial Whiteness, institutional constituent communication remained the pattern of 
‘systemic relations that impact verbal data; generate sociological constructions; and 
produce the building blocks for perpetuation of historic narratives and construct new 
variations of colonial ideologies’ (Krippendorff, 2019, p. 55, p.57). Through the language 
representational of State governmentality, the Crown assumed linguistic possession and 
interpretation continually. As cautioned by Krippendorff ‘language of differences become 
fictional and maintain their own superiority in the context where an audience does not have 
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much experience with the content in front of them’ (ibid, p. 60). Furthermore, “procedural 
logic”; “implicit representationalism”; and “habitualisation” as the language of “institutional 
processes”; often requires the use of the concepts, categories, language of laws and 
institutional standards in order to be heard, have effect or consequence (ibid, p. 64). 
Examining Wai262 highlighted just how detrimental the implementation of colonial laws of 
institutional governmentality were having upon circular causality; historic intergenerational 
trauma (HIT) and social realities within New Zealand Aotearoa. Acts of Settler Colonial White 
Possession and territoriality to cement and legislate structural oppression and dispossession 
such as the 1865 Native Land Court and 1863 NZ Settlements Act enabled the conversion 
of status, ownership, title and consent to pave the way for successive land confiscations and 
displacement. ‘The Doctrine of Discovery provided the legal justification for further 
assimilative policies such as the Native Schools Act 1867; the Tohunga Suppression Act 1907; 
and the Māori Affairs Amendment Act 1967 that went on to produce economic, political 
and ideological destruction and erosion of identity, language, heritage, whakapapa and 
tikanga for Māori’ through urbanisation and welfare dependency’ (Waretini-Karena, 2016). 
Subsequent agencies and entities of the Crown continue to institutionalise and legislate 
control of all areas of te ao and mātauranga Māori through ministerial management of  
resources, taonga, flora, fauna, culture and creativity. All aspects of Aotearoa’s environment 
are managed and controlled by the Department of Conservation Estate which makes 
another case alongside te Reo and rongoā Māori for the impacts of historic 
intergenerational trauma. The Department of Conservation Estate is perhaps the most 
comprehensive example of structural legislation of White Possession and White 
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Possessiveness of property and proprietary rights operating an exclusive Right to Use, Right 
to Enjoy, and Right to Culturally Appropriate on the bias of economic prosperity and 
commercial value and land occupation. The exclusivity of Crown management 
implementing a user-pays system at parks, recreational tourist sites, and outdoor activities 
(despite their commercially generated profits) under the guise of financial outgoings due to 
upkeep is furthering class and power stratification, and dictating who benefits from their use 
and enjoyment. This prioritisation of commercial value, commercial interest and economic 
advantage extends further into instruments of legislative assimilation. Intellectual Property 
Rights, Patents, Plant Variety Rights and International Laws, International Obligations and 
International Affairs continue to place trade-related aspects favoured over Indigenous 
Rights. An example of such constraints is the favouring of the World Trade Organisation 
instrument TRIPS (Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights) over UNDRIP 
(United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples). When questioning the 
concept of ‘protection’, these instruments infer a favouring of protecting commercial 
exploitation. Similarly, to the Tohunga Suppression Act of 1907 that criminalised and eroded 
the practices of rongoā Māori, yet sold off the benefits, knowledge, genetic and biological 
resources, and taonga species to European bioprospectors; new ways of appropriating 
endemic flora, fauna and native species through genetic modification and bioprospecting 
continues at the expense of the environment and our communities. 
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Whiteness of Biopower: The Legislative Enforcement of Assimilation 
Krippendorff, alike Fanon, questioned how traces of historic events are correlated to the 
current moment. His proposition vis-à-vis Laswell (1960) that the “transmission of social 
heritage from one generation to the next is a result of institutional roles and control” (2019, 
p. 79) influenced my content analysis to examine how institutionalised assimilation had 
resulted in historic intergenerational trauma. Through its nine chapters, Wai262 presented 
the collective journey of the loss of one social heritage at the hands of another; the 
transmission of theft and erasure of mātauranga Māori by Settler Colonial domination and 
Whiteness. Three chapters had voiced this particularly loudly: Chapter Five ‘Te Reo Māori,’ 
Chapter Six ‘When the Crown Controls Mātauranga Māori’, and Chapter Seven ‘Rongoā 
Māori’ relating to the 1907 Tohunga Suppression Act. However, the language and examples 
of institutional assimilation were complexly woven throughout the entire report irrespective 
of these chapters. Systemic, institutionalised assimilation was representative as the language 
of adopting the mainstay system/order; reproductions of a ‘one-size fits all’ approach; legal 
parameters reinforcing hierarchy-based systems that kept communities disconnected 
through systematic processes that enforced urbanisation, loss of language; loss of rongoā 
and te ao Māori; resulting in a form of cultural genocide. The following collocations speak 
to these concerns: 
Māori New Zealanders, on the other hand, are fearful…they fear that the majority would prefer 
Māori were simply assimilated (p. 15) 
As Māori become an even larger proportion of the New Zealand population, then Māori culture 
must become ever more ‘mainstream’. (p. 188) 
one of the Ministry of Education’s six priority outcomes is ‘Māori enjoying education success as 
Māori. However, the indicators of the success of this priority outcome are not so much the 
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retention or transmission of mātauranga Māori but the proportions of Māori participating in 
early childhood and tertiary education or achieving the literacy and numeracy standards and 
NCEA qualifications. P. 200. Māori participation in education and the achievement by Māori of 
academic standards are not necessarily the same thing as the successful transmission of 
mātauranga. (p. 201) 
It is not appropriate for the Tribunal to offer a blanket answer (p. 112) 
A blanket approach would give unwarranted automatic priority to kaitiaki (p. 90) 
it is no longer possible to deliver tino rangatiratanga as full autonomy…it will no longer be 
possible to deliver tino rangatiratanga in the sense of full authority…even where ‘full authority’ 
tino rangatiratanga is no longer practicable, lesser options may be…; ‘partnerships’ can 
themselves be seen as a form of tino rangatiratanga (p. 24) 
legislation is restrictive, and does not allow devolution of decision-making. (p. 140) Legislation 
is currently inhibiting power-sharing (p. 146) 
 
Throughout Wai262, the collective voice of the claimants continually raised the 
implications of the question of true partnership. Throughout the varying claims illustrated 
throughout their respective chapters, familiar sentences and repeated statements spoke 
to the concerns of exclusion, limitations, failures, contradictions, and tokenism when it 
came to principles of partnership and power sharing on the part of the Crown: 
it is control, and not ownership, that is the real issue… The Crown should certainly not retain 
ownership; to do so is a form of cultural dispossession.  (p. 141) 
statutory provisions for giving effect to the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi should not be 
‘approached narrowly ‘and nor should they be limited to mere procedural safeguards such as 
consultation. (p. 130) 
The Conservation General Policy and the General Policy for National Parks not only omit the 
partnership principle but also that of active protection, and reduce rangatiratanga to mere self- 
management (p. 130) 
the response of the RMA reformers was to take all questions of ownership off the table, and to 
assert that the act would only ‘regulate’ the use of natural resources, and would contain no 
declarations as to their ownership (p. 109) The Crown submitted that it does not have Treaty 
responsibilities for RMA functions. It argued that local authorities exercise relevant powers under 
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the RMA, and that local authorities are not the Crown. The Crown does not absolve itself of 
Treaty obligations by using its powers to subdivide kāwanatanga functions between central and 
local governments. The Crown chooses to create a system of local-level environmental 
management through the statutory devolution of its government function to local government, 
as statutory delegates they must be given clear Treaty duties and be made accountable for the 
performance of them (p. 110) 
it is sadly ironic that those with the power to embrace all partnership within the rubric of RMA 
decision-making (but have consistently failed to do so) are the first and loudest to complain 
when iwi seek to avail themselves of the only other recourse open to them (p. 116) 
Te Kete Taonga Whakakotahi: A Partnerships Toolbox (Te Kete) is a DOC internal publication 
which aims to provide guidance on ways to move beyond consultation and ‘forge effective and 
successful partnerships with tangata whenua’, and departmental compliance with legislation. As 
far as we are aware, Te Kete remains in draft form, so its practical impact is impossible to 
determine. (p. 132) 
 
these discussions could be more accurately described as a high-level sharing of ideas rather 
than a true partnership forum (p. 200) 
our assessment is that partnerships between the culture and heritage agencies and Māori do 
not currently exist. There are focus groups, specialist panels, and advisers, but nothing that could 
be described as a true partnership. (p. 198) 
Creative New Zealand refers in its 2010 annual report to having ‘in place a strategy for partnering 
with Māori’, but it is not clear what this entails. (p. 196) 
The agenda had already been set by the Crown, working in what appears to have been a private 
process with experts (p. 163) 
Partnerships are not necessarily predicated on equal power. In this case, DOC will always be the 
more powerful partner, because it generally brings greater resources and a statutory mandate 
to the table. It is not equal power that is necessary for a successful partnership, but an equal 
investment in the ultimate success of the joint endeavour (p. 146) 
within the IP system the kaitiaki relationship is never seen as strong enough to override or even 
limit patents or PVRs in taonga species (p. 83) 
the level of detail in the policy and the strength of the Treaty clause in the Conservation Act 
(section 4) allow for some iwi involvement, and iwi perspectives can be taken into account. 
However, we were not advised of how these provisions work in practice, so we cannot say 
whether DOC actively invites engagement with kaitiaki in regards to bioprospecting. (p. 73) 
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current policies and structures are not delivering partnership; new structures are required (p. 
135) 
consultation on its own is not sufficient, does not fulfil Treaty principles (p. 132) 
it is time to move beyond warm personal relationships to structural and policy recognition (p. 
131) 
the Act has failed to deliver any iwi control...nor has it even delivered an effective wide-ranging 
model for partnership via the section joint management provision (p. 116) 
 
Conclusion 
This chapter drew upon key analytical techniques and methods of Krippendorff’s Content 
Analysis methodology, in order to critically interpret the dialectic relationship between the 
Crown and the claimants throughout the Waitangi Tribunal report ‘Wai262: Ko Aotearoa 
Tēnei’. The purpose of conducting a critical interpretation of this report by way of Content 
Analysis methodology was to satisfy ethical objectives and principles that ensured research 
methodologies and practices remained unobtrusive and were cognisant of cultural 
sensitivities and ethnocentric subjectivities. The choice of content analysing Wai262 satisfied 
the objective of this Masters Research study to embolden voices of whakapapa kōrero in 
order to expose complexities and challenge the histories and narratives dominated by 
colonial fictions and White Mythologies. Wai262 presented the opportunity to embolden 
these voices through the presentation of narratives and dialogue of claimant’s 
representative of six iwi. Voices otherwise silenced by mainstream media or drowned out of 
public accessibility by Government whitewashing. The qualitative approach of Ethnographic 
Content Analysis enabled these aims and objectives through a systematic framework of 
analytical techniques; enabling a close examination of institutional communication that 
supported indigenous concepts and epistemology in order to “go 
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beyond the physicality of the text” (Krippendorff, 2019, p. 29). Krippendorff had stated that 
Content Analysis methodology was able to examine “how do we enact what we know? 
(ibid). The findings of this research project confirmed that modalities of communication, 
language and behaviour was key in performing and enacting ways of being, knowing; and 
their corresponding structures of power – knowledge – difference. Critical interpretation 
tools and techniques enabled a deep deconstruction of the language, communication, 
structures, processes and frameworks of Crown attitudes, perceptions, judgments and 
prejudices to form an examination of patterns and themes of system behaviour and 
constitutional power. Through the results of a systematic and rigorous identification and 
categorisation of frequency indexes, this chapter identified processes of institutional and 
legislative structural domination and the ways in which these processes resulted in Treaty 
breaches and reproductions of historic intergenerational trauma for Māori. As advised by 
the claimants of Wai262, colonial practices of assimilation have led to ‘the decline of 
mātauranga Māori. This decline was due to the “reduction of Māori access to native flora 
and fauna; changed lifestyles; urbanisation and mainstream scepticism and negativity” (2011, 
p. 225, p. 226, p. 216) as a result of imagined and constructed identity stereotypes of ‘Māori- 
ness’ and intergenerational negativity. The claimants stated mātauranga Māori, te Reo, and 
rongoā are taonga and thus subject to article 2 protection by the Crown under ‘the Treaty 
of Waitangi’’ (ibid, p. 188, p. 166), and therefore have been subjected to ‘continual breaches 
of Treaty principles of partnership, active protection and equity’ (ibid, p. 216). These 
breaches are made possible and normalised by the Crown and respective entities through 
monocultural narratives and the colonial logic of assuming an authoritative and possessive 
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‘Right to Use, Enjoy and Appropriate’ as a modality of Whiteness. These mechanisms of 
legislative power were illustrated by numerous Ministries, Acts, Reforms, instruments, rules, 
regulations and policies constrained by domestic and international obligations that 
prioritised contractual and commercial relationships at the expense and exclusion of Māori. 
The findings generated from the content analysis established the need to challenge the 
ideologies and operations of institutions and the structural and systemic oppression and 
racism that was evident. The overall big picture formulations that the content analysis 
elucidated, was a reaffirmation that the Crown was culpable for the loss of mātauranga 
Māori; the ability of ‘the Treaty of Waitangi’ to remedy this loss was undesirable; and that 
this was infact an ongoing process. The bias and prioritisation toward economic advantage 
and commercial exploitation at the expense of te ao and mātauranga Māori despite Treaty 
breaches and reproductions of historic intergenerational trauma begs a reiteration – what 
will it take to recognise the harms being done despite guarantees of protection under ‘lawful 
conduct’, ‘acting reasonably’ and in ‘good faith’? How can Aotearoa reclaim itself out of the 
jurisdictional imaginary of Settler Colonial proprietary as the doctrine holder of possessive 
White rights? 
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CONCLUSION 
 
The connection between racism and assimilation is inescapable: in seeking to recreate us in their 
own image, our colonisers have been practising yet another form of genocide. 
~ Vaughan Bidois, A Genealogy of Cultural Politics, Identity and Resistance 
 
(T) he incredibly flawed Treaty settlement process sits underneath a Crown power structure, 
which still resists our own historical truths and calls for justice. Every week I go to gatherings that 
essentially boil down to us dealing with the impacts of colonisation, and every week our Treaty 
partner leaves us to deal with that alone. Every one of those gatherings is a missed opportunity  
for the descendants of colonisers to attend, to hear the impacts, and to consider how they can  
help to restore justice. You want to reconcile? Come hīkoi with us. Support our kura kaupapa 
and kōhanga reo. Learn our reo. Call for the return of our lands. Call for our right to govern 
ourselves. Call for Pākehā to exit their positions of power and hand them over to us, and support 
us in our journey for the restoration of our rights, and our agency, in our land. 
~ Tina Ngata, Kia Mau: Resisting Colonial Fictions 
 
Throughout this thesis, I have attempted to explore a number of questions relating to 
colonial oppression and indigenous dispossession that arose out of discourses of Critical 
Indigenous Theory and Indigenous Methodology; prompting the call for decolonial 
research practices and approaches. The influential call to action, from Tuhiwai Smith of 
how to consider whose research? and who benefits? that instigated the inception of this 
research project, also became the point of conclusion. Analysing ‘Wai262: Ko Aotearoa 
Tēnei’ for evidence of processes of colonialism and structural domination; Whiteness; and 
imbalances of power, led to an examination of the role of ‘the Treaty of Waitangi’ as a 
Crown power structure, and the consideration of who this Treaty benefits and protects? 
Conducting a content analysis of Wai262 revealed a repetitious narrative and dialectic 
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relationship between the Crown and the claimants which was representative of 
reproductions of colonialism that reinforced the Coloniser-colonised binary and 
perpetuated colonial fictions and White Mythologies. Examining the processes and 
mechanisms of institutional communication and domination that were embedded within 
the report, and the power structures that informed them, highlighted systems of 
prejudicial power and hierarchies that enabled White Power, White Possession and 
possessiveness in order to remain in full control over the claim process, discussions, 
negotiations and outcomes in order to uphold White Sovereignty. The voice of the 
claimants and their concerns brought forward within Wai262, continually raised the 
question: where is their guarantee of tino rangatiratanga? and where is this so called 
‘protection’? Who benefits, why and how? The constant inconsistencies, concerns, 
limitations, contradictions and ambiguities regarding the role of the Crown, the Treaty, 
and corresponding responsibilities that were identified throughout the Wai262 report, led 
to the following deduction: 
• Is ‘the Treaty of Waitangi’ a mechanism for the Crown to operationalise biopower in  
the form of White Sovereignty? 
 
As I have tried to argue throughout this thesis, the answer is yes. ‘the Treaty of Waitangi’ 
operates as both a disciplinary technology and mechanism for biopolitical normalisation 
through assimilation, regularisation, and Harris’ proposition of the ‘Right to Use, Enjoy and 
Appropriate’ through a matrix of biopower preconditioned by absolute White Sovereignty. 
To reinforce Ngata: tino rangatiratanga has been subverted for White Sovereignty. The 
concept of ‘protection,’ has manifested more overtly as a system of protecting colonial 
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Whiteness, for the benefit of Crown control not Māori kāwanatanga. Through a legal 
framework and hierarchical systems of classification and approval, presented in the form of 
a Treaty, underpinned by the Doctrine of Discovery, ‘rights’ are utilised as a mechanism of 
subjugation. Synthesising a number of discourses of Whiteness theory and Whiteness 
studies enabled a closer analysis of how these mechanisms of subjugation (rights, law, 
property, territory, identity) operate as colonial processes informed by biopower; and how 
biopower performs as a modality of Whiteness. How these imbalances of power are still  
able to operate, and why the Treaty remains primarily unchallenged, is through the 
disciplinary judicial imaginary enforced by the Crown. As per Hokowhitu and Page “the 
biopolitical management of life in order for the State (Crown) to be seen acting in the best 
interests of the entire population” (2011, p. 21) as a legitimate justification, is consistent with 
colonial logics that normalise “perpetual subjugation” and policies of inclusion and exclusion 
(Morgensen, 2011, p. 58). ‘the Treaty of Waitangi’ continues to reproduce colonial myths 
based upon historical fictions entrenched with the power to control, regulate and classify 
key interpretations and translations of ownership and guardianship for the benefit of White 
Sovereignty. The Treaty rests on the imaginary narrative that principles of partnership, 
protection and equity are the founding negotiations of the document. A closer analysis of 
the concerns and claims being raised throughout Wai262 challenged the authenticity of 
these principles of partnership and reciprocity, criticising falsehoods that instead 
undermined mana and mātauranga Māori; self-determination and fostered further inequity. 
To this point, I return to the concluding paragraph of the introduction chapter, with which I 
left direct examples selected from Wai262 detailing concerns from voices of the claimants: 
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• In our modern democracy, can the Crown’s right to govern co-exist with ‘Māori control of 
taonga in a Māori way’? 
• Will it be possible to normalise Crown–Māori relations as the architects of the Treaty 
settlement process intended? 
• Are we ready yet to begin work on this new more normalise relationship? Are we ready yet 
to perfect this Treaty partnership? Stripped of all its baggage, that is the real challenge posed 
by the Wai 262 claim. 
 
Reflecting on the themes of discussion throughout this thesis, these three questions pose 
a number of paradoxical contentions. The Crown should not govern the right to control 
taonga, nor retain a position of authority that requires Māori to need to “co-exist" or 
obtain permission or validation in a ‘Māori way’. The architects of the Treaty, under the 
instruction and framework of Settler Colonialism and the Doctrine of Discovery intended 
to normalise Crown-Māori relations as a way of subjugation through assimilation. These 
are not aspirations to want to work towards. ‘The Treaty of Waitangi’ is not representative 
of the partnership symbol that ‘Te Tiriti o Waitangi ‘embodied. There was no “consensus 
between formal equals" and the notion of “protecting the interests of a less powerful 
group” as the Treaty objective entrenches the framework in dynamics of subjectification 
and domination. The following statement from Wai262 echoes such problematic 
sentiments generated from the ‘grievance industry’ that show the Treaty is loaded with 
“baggage” left over from colonial hurts: 
There are signs it is changing from the familiar late-twentieth century partnership built on the 
notion that the perpetrator’s successor must pay the victim’s successor for the original colon ial 
sin, into a twentyfirst century relationship of mutual advantage in which, through joint and 
agreed action, both sides end up better off than they were before they started. This is the Treaty 
of Waitangi beyond grievance. 
(2011, p. 17) 
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A relationship of ‘mutual advantage’ is not conducive under any version of a Treaty that 
claims to move beyond grievance or otherwise. Particularly when national interest and 
Crown priority is for economic advantage. To ‘move beyond’ as a colonial narrative of 
conflict, antagonisms and grievance is a connotation of colonial amnesia that 
‘operationalises Māori and Pākehā as racial signifiers’ (2015, Moreton-Robinson) codifying 
which history is permitted to be told and remembered; who is permitted to seek 
recognition and reparation; and whose sovereignty is authorised “as part of the national 
texture” (Devadas, 2008, p. 132). New Zealand needs more than a ‘moving beyond’ 
tokenistic gesture of colonial practices of assimilation that normalised acceptance of the 
Treaty and its jurisdictional framework. Normalisation results in amnesia. Without a 
rejection and full challenge to a document that has enabled and enacted repeated historic 
intergenerational trauma through a succession of assimilative strategies, practices, acts, 
events and legislations eroding and erasing mātauranga Māori, rongoā, te Reo and 
tikanga, we remain standing alongside and complicit with the Oppressors. To borrow from 
Scott Lauria Morgensen vis-à-vis Patrick Wolfe: “Settler Colonial invasion constitutive of 
biopower is a structure not an event” (2011, p. 56; p. 53). Therefore, ‘the Treaty of Waitangi’ 
as constitutive of the Doctrine of Discovery is also a structure, and not just an event. Bidois’ 
following warning can be interpreted that biopower is the structure that informs Treaty 
settlements and processes: 
…any settlement which results in the class stratification of Māori will mean that future generations 
of Māori who seek justice under the Treaty will face their most trenchant opposition from those 
Māori for whom the settlements have bought power and prestige. It will be the Māori 
powerbrokers who will act as buffers between Māori claims into rangatiratanga (sovereignty) 
and the Crown. More than simply representing a cheap pay-out to silence Māori protest in the 
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short-term, the current Treaty settlement policy actually sets in place powerful structural barriers 
to prevent Māori from pursuing their Treaty claims in the future… In reality, both policies have 
been entirely consistent with the ongoing colonial project of assimilation, which is itself 
underpinned by racist notions that insist on recreating the colonised in the image of the 
coloniser. 
 
(2001, pp. 35-36) 
Wai262 told the story of two founding cultures, that of Kupe’s people and that of Cook’s. 
Nepia Mahuika’s words speak of the implications of a history preconditioned by this 
structure: 
Until New Zealand history recognises and enables the centrality of Māori history it will always 
fail to articulate the collective ‘us’ that is so often assumed in the discourse of ‘full and final 
settlement’. In its current form it will never be able to ethically or adequately account for the 
shaping of a New Zealand identity that finds ‘composure’ in the story of how Pākehā became ‘ 
native’ New Zealanders… predominantly articulated on the colonisers’ terms. How can New 
Zealand history be the story of ‘here’ when it has ‘othered’ indigenous narratives that speak to 
the heart of what it is to belong in the land of the long white cloud? 
(2015, pp.5-6) 
New Zealand therefore, has a long road to travel to reclaim Aotearoa out of the Land of 
the Long White Flight. Healing the colonial wounds of historic intergenerational trauma will 
take a multi-faceted approach that involves Pākehā to step up both individually and 
collectively in order to disrupt the racial domination of systemic Whiteness and its modalities 
of biopower. In order to do so, Pākehā need to acquaint themselves with more than just a 
simplistic acceptance of ‘The Treaty of Waitangi’ and instead recognise the document as an 
extension of the Doctrine of Discovery; that in the words of Ngata: 
has come to mean much more than a legal concept. It has been acknowledged by the United 
Nations as “the driver of all Indigenous dispossession.” For this reason, understanding the 
Doctrine of Discovery and its role in the root system of colonisation is vital for us if we don’t 
want to spend an increasingly brief future hacking at the multiple shoots of injustice. Imperialism 
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is not only the basis for colonial systems of political power, it constitutes a broad reaching system 
of economic domination and environmental exploitation that impacts upon all of us regardless 
of race, gender, class or income. The dismantlement of imperial systems of injustice holds vast 
and vital consequences, and it will take all of us to achieve. 
(2019, p. 55; p. 11-12) 
In dismantling imperial systems of injustice, there must be a rejection of the ‘Treaty of 
Waitangi’ and a reclamation of ‘Te Tiriti o Waitangi’. To do so, we can build upon the 
endorsements of Mahuika: 
The Tiriti ethics model is one that requires both Māori and Pākehā to reassess their partnership 
role. It is not a collaboration built on a vision of simplistic equality, but one in which Pākehā 
acknowledge their already entrenched position of power, and give up control, close the distance 
and let Māori speak while they listen. Ethical partnership operates with a greater awareness of 
each group’s positions of power. For Māori and Pākehā, collaboration has too often been  
damaged by broken promises, tokenism, appropriation and a misguided understanding of 
equality that has done little more than reinforce colonial influences and attitudes. A more ethical 
relationship between Pākehā and Māori, then, is not just about collaboration and partnership, 
but is essentially about a real shift in power. Because how can we trust a model that has never 
satisfactorily empowered Māori, and in practice has done more to perpetuate Pākehā settlement 
and colonisation rather than Māori mana and self-determination? 
(2015, p. 16; p. 14; p. 15) 
 
At the time of writing this conclusion, the New Zealand Government announced a 
revision of the national history curriculum in 2022 for teaching and learning ‘NZ history’. 
Considering the previous record of White normalcy; structural assimilation; failures of 
mainstreaming a Māori language agenda; budgetary constraints and competing priorities; 
can we trust the Ministry of Education to get this right this time around? As Tuhiwai Smith 
(2012) remarked: ‘Wai262 is a landmark document’. This document could act as a crucial 
and seminal text to distributed throughout all kura and secondary schools 
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to integrate into a teaching syllabus; and help question key components to our identity 
and co-existence through questioning the constructs of biculturalism; the limitations of 
our national image in the international arena; and the nature of protection when it comes 
to collective responsibility for climate crisis and environmental degradation. In conjunction 
with Wai262, and through the advice of Ngata (2019) we can question our whakapapa 
and histories of Settler Colonialism: 
As Moana Jackson points out, everything has a whakapapa, and certainly this is the case with 
colonisation, although rather than a tree it may be better suited to understand colonisation as 
a creeping weed: suffocating native growth, taking over all in its path, and as most gardeners 
will tell you—removing a weed from your garden takes significantly less effort if you take it out 
from the root, rather than the many shoots 
 
(ibid, 55) 
We can reject the continuation of oppressive narratives such as those embedded 
throughout Wai262, and counter them by learning about and applying principles of 
kaupapa and mātauranga Māori as an everyday practice: aroha ki te tangata; titiro, 
whakarongo, kōrero; kia tupato; whakawhanaungatanga; manaaki ki te tangata; and 
tikanga. 
How New Zealand can begin, is to move over, stand back, read counter narratives and start 
weeding. 
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